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Abstract
Homeostasis, growth and reproduction in crustaceans are under endocrine control as is established in other animals. The identification of crustacean hormones and elucidation of mechanisms of hormonal regulation have been pursued extensively. Mechanisms are found to be partly similar to, but also considerably different from those in insects, although both groups of animals are arthropods. Molting in insects, for example, is positively regulated by prothoracicotropic hormone (PTTH), which is secreted by the brain/corpora allata complex and stimulates the prothoracic glands to promote the synthesis and secretion of ecdysteroids. On the other hand, molting in crustaceans is negatively regulated by molt-inhibiting hormone (MIH), which is secreted by the X-organ/sinus gland complex and suppresses the Y-organs from synthesizing ecdysteroids during the intermolt period. Therefore, it is rather difficult to fully elucidate physiological mechanisms in crustaceans based only on the results obtained in insects. Using experimental evidence, we have thus far looked into the roles of crustacean eyestalk hormones and androgenic gland hormone (AGH). Various eyestalk hormones have been isolated from the sinus glands and characterized: e.g., crustacean hyperglycemic hormone (CHH), MIH, vitellogenesis-inhibiting hormone (VIH), red pigment concentrating hormone (RPCH) and pigment dispersing hormone (PDH). CHH, MIH and VIH are structurally similar, forming the CHH-family. Insects also possess molecules similar to CHH, RPCH and PDH, but their functions are different. In addition, AGH has been studied mainly using terrestrial isopods. Here, we describe the present state of our understanding of the structure and function of these peptide hormones, and discuss future perspectives.

1. Introduction

Approximately 25,000 species of crustaceans have so far been identified and recorded on Earth, and most of these species live in freshwater or seawater, while a small number of species dwell on land. Some crustacean species including shrimps and crabs are of commercial importance in fisheries and aquaculture, while others play a key role as intermediates in the food chain, linking phytoplanktons and fishes within the aquatic ecosystem. Modern shrimp culture was first established in Japan over 50 years ago using the kuruma prawn Marsupenaeus (formerly Penaeus) japonicus, which is one of the most important commercial species in Japan, and the aquaculture technique has now spread to many countries, especially in tropical and subtropical
regions. At present, Japan is one of the largest shrimp-importing countries in the world, totaling over 200,000 tons per year. Considerable quantities of shrimp, mainly the tiger prawn, *Penaeus monodon*, had formerly been imported from Taiwan about 20 years ago, but Taiwan was later replaced by various southeast Asian countries due to a sudden decrease in shrimp production in Taiwan in relation to a serious viral disease outbreak. Despite the worldwide importance of shrimp culture as an industry, insufficient knowledge exists concerning basic mechanisms of growth and reproduction in crustaceans. Since the 1990s, efforts by a German research group; it was found to be a highly hydroxylated steroid (Hoppe and Huber 1965), which is synthesized from cholesterol. Soon after this structural determination, crustaceans were also found to use the same compound in molting (Hampshire and Horn 1966). Thus, insects and crustaceans utilize a common steroid, referred to as ecdysteroid, for the purpose of molting. However, the regulation of molting hormone production by the prothoracic glands in insects is different from that by the Y-organs in crustaceans; in insects, the prothoracic glands are positively regulated by prothoracicotropic hormone (PTTH) secreted by the brain/corpora allata complex (Kawakami et al. 1990), while in crustaceans, the Y-organs are negatively regulated by the molt-inhibiting hormone (MIH) secreted from the X-organ/sinus gland complex (Keller 1992). Therefore, there seems to be some diversity in regulatory systems of molting in arthropods. This difference is not yet well understood, and differences in signal transduction systems from hormone reception to biosynthesis of molting hormone should be clarified in the future. Some biosynthetic enzymes involved in the biosynthetic pathway from cholesterol to ecdysone have been characterized at the cDNA level in both insects (Gilbert 2004; Truman 2005; Rewitz and Gilbert 2008) and crustaceans (Rewitz and Gilbert 2008; Asazuma et al. 2009).

Vitellogenesis is an essential physiological event in the reproduction of oviparous animals. Various nutrients including carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, minerals, and vitamins necessary for embryonic development are accumulated in the oocytes during this process. In crustaceans, vitellogenesis is negatively regulated by a neuropeptide, vitellogenesis-inhibiting hormone (VIH), which is synthesized in and secreted from the X-organ/sinus gland complex in the eyestalks. When we started to study on *M. japonicus* VIHs, peptides designated as VIHs had been purified and characterized from only two crustacean species, the American lobster *H. americanus* (Soyez et al. 1991) and the terrestrial isopod *Armadillidium vulgare* (Grève et al. 1999). In *H. americanus*, two VIH isoforms (Hoa-VIH-I and -II) were isolated and had an identical sequence of 77 amino acid residues (Soyez et al. 1991). They may occur via the transformation of an L-amino acid residue to a D-amino acid residue in either sequence through post-translational modifications (Soyez et al. 1994). Hoa-VIH-I and *A. vulgare* VIH (Arv-VIH) were shown to inhibit the onset of vitellogenesis in an *in vivo* bioassay, and therefore are generally accepted to be VIHs. In *Penaeus semisulcatus*, vitellogenesis was inhibited by some CHHs purified from the sinus glands of *M. japonicus*, and therefore the CHHs of these shrimps may have dual functions of hyperglycemic and vitellogenesis-inhibiting activities (Khayat et al. 1998).

It was found that CHH is structurally similar to MIH, forming a peptide family designated as the CHH-family (Keller 1992). Many peptides belonging to the CHH-family have been characterized from various crustacean species and also from insects (Audsley et
al. 1992; Endo et al. 2000) and a spider (Gasparini et al. 1994). VIH and mandibular organ-inhibiting hormone (MOIH), which inhibits the synthesis of methyl farnesoate by the mandibular organs (Wainwright et al. 1996), are also produced in the eyestalk of crustaceans, and are included as members of the CHH-family. Ion transport peptide (ITP) was characterized in a locust (Audsley et al. 1992), and low molecular weight protein (LMWP) was found in spider venom (Gasparini et al. 1994). Therefore, CHH-family peptides are likely to play various roles in arthropods. CHH-family peptides have not yet been discovered in any animals other than arthropods, and are therefore considered to be molecules unique to the arthropods.

Many crustaceans have the ability to alter body color in order to adapt to their surrounding background, and this alteration is accomplished by specialized cells called chromatophores. Body color changes result from deposition or concentration of movable pigment granules in the chromatophores, which in crustaceans include four types: erythrophores, xanthophores, leucophores and melanophores. To date, red pigment concentrating hormone (RPCH) and pigment dispersing hormone (PDH), which are produced by and released from the X-organ/sinus gland complex in the eyestalk, are well known as chromatophore-regulating neuropeptides (Keller 1992). RPCH was first isolated and sequenced from the pink shrimp Pandalus borealis (Fernlund and Josefsson 1972). This molecule is an octapeptide with an amidated C-terminus, and was the first neuropeptide to be characterized not only in crustaceans but also in invertebrates. Later, adipokinetic hormones (AKHs) in insects were found to be structurally related to RPCH (Mordue and Stone 1976; Gäde et al. 1991). Thus, a large family of AKH/RPCH peptides was established. PDH was originally identified as distal retinal pigment hormone (DRPH), and was isolated from P. borealis and sequenced (Fernlund 1976). PDH consists of 18 amino acid residues with an amidated C-terminus. Thus far, PDHs have been shown to exist widely not only in crustaceans but also in insects (Rao and Richm 1993). Homologous peptides to PDH in insects are known as pigment dispersing factors (PDFs), and some reports suggest that PDFs may play an important role in the regulation of circadian rhythms in insects (Park and Hall 1998; Park et al. 2000).

Sex determination and sexual differentiation in vertebrates have been studied extensively, and have been clarified to be under both genetic and hormonal regulations. In contrast, in invertebrates little is known about sex determination and sexual differentiation with the exception of the fruit fly, in which there is no hormonal regulation (Schütz and Nöthiger 2000). The mechanism of sexual differentiation in crustaceans seems to be considerably different from that in insects, and crustaceans seem to be more similar to vertebrates than to insects with respect to being under endocrine regulation (Charniaux-Cotton 1967). Androgenic gland hormone (AGH), which is produced by the androgenic glands (AGs) and is responsible for sexual differentiation in crustaceans, was discovered in 1954 (Charniaux-Cotton 1954). Since then, many efforts have been made to isolate and characterize AGH. In 1999, AGH was successfully isolated from the terrestrial isopod A. vulgare, and its structure was determined to be an insulin-like heterodimeric peptide having an N-linked glycan (Martin et al. 1999; Okuno et al. 1999).

In this monograph, we will present our findings on purification, structural determination, cDNA cloning, gene expression and intrinsic functioning of these crustacean peptide hormones, and discuss future perspectives of crustacean molecular endocrinology.

2. Eyestalk peptide hormones I: CHH-family peptides

It has been shown that various types of neuropeptides are produced in the crustacean eyestalks (Keller 1992). Most of these are synthesized in the X-organ and transferred to the sinus gland, from which they are released into the hemolymph. Among these, the amino acid sequences of four neuropeptides, CHH, MIH, VIH and MOIH, are similar, forming a peptide family referred to as the CHH-family (Keller 1992). CHH-family peptides are mostly 72 to 78 amino acid residues long having six conserved cysteine residues that form three intramolecular disulfide bonds. It is believed that they have evolved from a common ancestral molecule. CHH-family peptides have been isolated not only from decapod and isopod crustaceans, but also from insects (Audsley et al. 1992) and a spider (Gasparini et al. 1994).

2-1. CHH

2-1A. Bioassay and purification

A CHH was first isolated and sequenced from the shore crab C. maenas (Kege et al. 1989). Thereafter, the amino acid sequences of CHHs in various decapod species have been determined (reviewed by Santos and Keller 1993). However, no information concerning the structure of CHH in shrimps or prawns was available when we started to study crustacean eyestalk hormones. Therefore, we began purifying CHH molecules from the sinus glands of the kuruma prawn M. japonicus and determining their structures (Yang et al. 1995, 1996, 1997; Yang 1997; Nagasawa et al. 1999).

In our research, an in vivo injection bioassay using M. japonicus was performed essentially according to methods described previously (Leuven et al. 1982), but slightly modified as described below (Yang et al. 1995, 1996, 1997). Glucose levels in the hemolymph of normal prawns were 220 ± 30 µg/mL. They dramatically decreased to 35 ± 10 µg/mL 2 d (day) after bilateral
eyestalk ablation. To determine the appropriate time for hemolymph sampling following injection, a time-course experiment was conducted. After the injection of each CHH into eyestalk-ablated prawns, glucose levels were measured. The levels increased with time, reached a maximum within 2 h (hour) after injection, and decreased gradually thereafter. Thus, we drew up the conditions of a bioassay for hyperglycemic activity as follows.

Live kuruma prawns were obtained at a fish market in Tokyo, Japan and were kept in an aquarium at 20°C during the experiment. Samples dissolved in 100 µL of saline solution were injected into prawns (average body weight, 20 g) whose eyestalks had been ablated 2 d prior to the injection experiments. The hemolymph (200 µL each) was taken just prior to injection and 2 h after injection. Hemolymph glucose levels were determined using the glucose oxidase peroxidase method (Papadopoulos and Hess 1960). Hyperglycemic activity was assessed by the increase of hemolymph glucose levels following injection.

In order to purify M. japonicus CHH molecules, peptides were extracted from the sinus glands and fractionated by a single run of reversed-phase HPLC (Yang et al. 1995, 1996, 1997; Yang 1997; Nagasawa et al. 1999). A typical chromatogram from 300 sinus glands is shown in Fig. 1. Seven peak materials were designated as Pej-SGP-I to -VII in the order of elution. Hyperglycemic activities of the seven peaks were assessed by the methods described above, revealing that Pej-SGP-I, II, III, V, VI and VII showed considerable hyperglycemic activity. In contrast, Pej-SGP-IV exhibited almost no hyperglycemic activity, whereas it showed strong molt-inhibiting activity (Table 1), as described in Subsection 2-2A. Therefore, in M. japonicus, Pej-SGP-I, II, III, V, VI and VII are considered to be CHHs, whereas Pej-SGP-IV is considered to be an MIH.

2-1B. Structural determination

Next, we focused on the structural determination of the seven Pej-SGPs. The seven peak materials were reduced, carboxymethylated, and subsequently subjected to N-terminal amino acid sequence analysis (Yang et al. 1995, 1996, 1997; Yang 1997; Nagasawa et al. 1999). As a result, more than 43 amino acid residues for each peptide were identified. The N-terminal amino acid sequences of Pej-SGP-I to -VII.
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**Table 1. Biological activities of Pej-SGP-I to -VII.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>CHH</th>
<th>MIH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pej-SGP-I</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pej-SGP-II</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pej-SGP-III</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pej-SGP-IV</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pej-SGP-V</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pej-SGP-VI</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pej-SGP-VII</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>nd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHH, crustacean hyperglycemic hormone; MIH, molt-inhibiting hormone; nd, not determined.
VI and VII were highly similar to each other and slightly less similar to the known CHHs from other crustaceans. In contrast, Pej-SGP-IV was more similar to C. maenas MIH and H. americanus VIH than to Pej-SGP-I, II, III, V, VI, VII and the known CHHs. These results showed good agreement with those of the bioassays as described above.

Since Pej-SGP-III is an abundant CHH molecule in the sinus glands of M. japonicus, further structural analysis of this peptide was first performed (Yang et al. 1995). Trypsin digestion of the intact Pej-SGP-III afforded a peptide fragment named T3 (Fig. 2). This fragment consisted of four peptide chains, among which three sequences (T3-1, -2 and -3) were easily assigned based on the N-terminal sequence. The fourth peptide (T3-4) starting from Ser41 was assigned by subtracting the above three sequences from the total. T3-4 was considered to be a C-terminal peptide, but the residues could be identified up to the 70th residue and, judging from the mass spectral data, two more unidentified residues probably remained at the C-terminus.

In order to determine the C-terminal sequence, the intact Pej-SGP-III was digested with endoproteinase Glu-C. Four major fragment peptides named E1–E4 were obtained. E1 was found by sequence analysis to be a C-terminal fragment, and one more residue, Thr71, could be identified. Thus, there remained only a C-terminal unidentified residue. The high resolution FAB mass spectrum of E1 showed a protonated molecular ion peak at m/z 887.43. The only possibility for the C-terminal residue which could satisfy this value was Val with an amidated structure (calculated value, 887.42). Thus, the complete amino acid sequence of Pej-SGP-III was unambiguously determined (Fig. 2). Subsequently, the complete amino acid sequences of the remaining five CHHs, Pej-SGP-I, II, V, VI and VII (Yang et al. 1997; Yang 1997; Nagasawa et al. 1999), and the MIH, Pej-SGP-IV (see Subsection 2-2B), were also determined similarly to the structural characterization of Pej-SGP-III. Amino acid sequences of the seven peptides are shown in Fig. 3. These peptides showed considerable sequence similarity to the CHH-family peptides characterized previously, and especially were found to have the conserved six cysteine residues which are involved in the formation of three disulfide bridges. Therefore, the seven peptides are thought to be members of the CHH-family peptide in M. japonicus. CHH-family peptides are divided into two subtypes based on the absence (type I) or presence (type II) of a glycine residue at position 12 in the mature peptide. According to this grouping, the six CHHs (Pej-SGP-I, II, III, V, VI and VII) can be classified into type I and the MIH (Pej-SGP-IV) belongs to type II. This classification is consistent with previous studies in that all of the known CHH molecules are classified as type I and MIH, MOIH and VIH molecules are classified as type II (Lacombe et al. 1999).

2-1C. Immunohistochemical localization

In order to elucidate the localization of cells producing CHH-family peptides in M. japonicus, we developed five specific antibodies against Pej-SGP-I, -II, -III, -IV and -V (Shih et al. 1997, 1998). Immunohistochemical studies using these antibodies showed that neurosecretory cells of Pej-SGP-III and IV were located in the same cluster of the medulla terminalis ganglionic X-organ (MTGX), and that three kinds of neurosecretory cells stained with an anti-Pej-SGP-III antiserum and/or an anti-Pej-SGP-IV antiserum were present (Figs. 4a, b). The number of neurosecretory cells which were stained with both antisera was much smaller than that of neurosecretory cells which were stained with one antiserum only. Co-localization of two CHH-family peptides has been reported in previous studies on CHH- and VIH-producing cells using immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization in Homarus gammarus (Rotllant et al. 1993) and H. americanus (De Kleijn et al. 1992). In contrast, no co-localization of MIH and CHH was observed at either the mRNA or peptide level in C. maenas (Klein et al. 1993).

The diagrammatic localization of neurosecretory cells stained with the five antibodies is shown in Fig. 5. Pej-SGP-I cells were found in the three clusters. The first cluster was in the medulla interna ganglionic X-
organ (MIGX) (Position A in Fig. 5). The second cluster was in the MTGX near to the sinus gland (Position B in Fig. 5). The third cluster was also in the MTGX, but located at the ventral side of the medulla terminalis (MT) near to the root of the eyestalk (Position C in Fig. 5). Pej-SGP-III- and Pej-SGP-IV-immunopositive neurosecretory cells were found in the MTGX near to the sinus gland (Position B in Fig. 5). Pej-SGP-II cells were found in the MTGX opposite to the sinus gland, being of the same cluster as those of Pej-SGP-III and IV (Position D in Fig. 5). As far as we know, the neurosecretory cells of CHH-family peptides in crustaceans are known to exist in the same cluster of the MTGX located at the opposite side of the sinus gland (Jaros and Keller 1979). Therefore, the results of our study are the first to show that not all of the CHH-family peptides are produced in the same cell cluster. Different patterns of localization of these neurosecretory cells for _M. japonicus_ CHH-family peptides may imply that they have different physiological and regulatory roles.

2.1D. cDNA cloning

When we started our studies on CHHs of the kuruma prawn _M. japonicus_, cDNAs encoding CHHs had been isolated from the shore crab _C. maenas_ (Weidemann et al. 1989), the American lobster _H. americanus_ (De Kleijn et al. 1995), and the crayfish _Orconectes limosus_ (De Kleijn et al. 1994a). A common structure for these CHH precursors was demonstrated by cDNA sequence analysis. The CHH precursors consisted of a signal peptide, a CHH precursor-related peptide (CPRP), and a CHH. The CPRPs were 33–38 residues long and structurally conserved. The CPRPs had been purified from sinus glands of the above three crustacean species (Tensen et al. 1991), but their biological function had not yet been clarified. Moreover, there was no information concerning the structure of CHH precursor...
in shrimps or prawns at that time. Therefore, we attempted to isolate a cDNA encoding a precursor of Pej-SGP-III, which was the first CHH to be characterized among the six CHHs in *M. japonicus* (Ohira et al. 1997a).

Total RNA isolated from the eyestalk of *M. japonicus* was subjected to RT-PCR to obtain a cDNA fragment encoding Pej-SGP-III. The reaction product was used as a probe to screen an eyestalk cDNA library, and subsequently three clones encoding a Pej-SGP-III precursor were isolated. The nucleotide sequence of one of the cDNA clones is shown in Fig. 6. An open reading frame (ORF) of 354 bp was found, and this ORF was conceptually translated into a putative protein of 117 amino acid residues. As expected, the sequence of Ser20–Val91 of this protein was identical to that of Pej-SGP-III. This segment Ser20–Val91 was flanked C-terminally by Gly92–Lys93 and followed by a stop codon. Val91 of the mature Pej-SGP-III is amidated (Yang et al. 1995); Lys93, therefore, is expected to be removed from the precursor, and Gly92 might be the amide donor to Val91. Segment Met24–Ala1 had a highly hydrophobic core (Met19–Leu7) and therefore was likely to constitute a signal peptide (V on Heijne 1986). The remaining sequences of Arg1–Asn17 and Lys18–Arg19 were thought to be a putative CPRP and a putative dibasic cleavage site, respectively. This cDNA also included a 5′ flanking sequence (46 bp) and a 3′ untranslated region (374 bp) containing a consensus polyadenylation signal site and a variant one (AATTTAAA) 132 bp and 16 bp upstream from poly(A) tail, respectively.

Following the cDNA cloning of the Pej-SGP-III, nucleotide sequences of cDNAs encoding other CHHs in *M. japonicus* were determined. cDNA clones of Pej-SGP-I, V, and VII were isolated by the same methods as those for Pej-SGP-III (Ohira et al. 1997b). A Pej-SGP-II cDNA was amplified by RT-PCR coupled with 5′- and 3′-RACE (Ohira 2000). Although we looked for a Pej-SGP-VI cDNA, unfortunately it could not be cloned. Nucleotide sequences of those cDNAs encoding other CHHs in *M. japonicus* are presently accessible through public DNA databases (their accession Nos. AB007507, AB035724, AB007508, and AB007509).

The schematic organization of CHH precursors in *M. japonicus* and other species is shown in Fig. 7. The manner of organization of the five precursors was identical with that of *C. maenas, H. americanus,* and *O. limosus,* but differed from that of a Pej-SGP-IV precursor, which is an MIH in *M. japonicus* (see Subsection 2-2B). The CHH-family peptides can therefore be grouped into two types as previously mentioned. Also,
the precursors of the two types have a distinct organization: type I precursors such as CHHs in _C. maenas_, _H. americanus_, and _O. limosus_ consist of a signal peptide, a CPRP and a mature hormone, whereas type II precursors lack a CPRP (reviewed by De Kleijn and Van Herp 1995). It has already been mentioned that Pej-SGP-I, II, III, V, VI and VII are grouped into type I, whereas only Pej-SGP-IV is classified into type II based on amino acid sequence of mature hormones (see Subsection 2-2B). Therefore, the results revealed by cDNA cloning of the five CHHs are consistent with the previous results, because CPRP were found in the five precursors (Fig. 7).

The five CPRPs in _M. japonicus_ (15–20 residues) were significantly shorter than those in _C. maenas_, _H. americanus_, and _O. limosus_ (33–38 residues). The primary structures of the CPRPs were conserved among _C. maenas_, _H. americanus_ and _O. limosus_, suggesting a common biological function. The CPRPs in Pej-SGP-I, II, III, V and VII, however, showed low sequence similarity to those in other crustacean species. These observations would argue against the possibility that the CPRPs in _M. japonicus_ have the same function as the CPRPs in other crustacean species.

### 2-1E. Preparation of recombinant CHHs

In general, recombinant proteins produced using bacterial expression systems are very useful tools for studies on the determination of their tertiary structures and the production of antibodies. The _Escherichia coli_ expression system enables the production of larger amounts of recombinant proteins at lower cost than those of other expression systems, such as the baculovirus and yeast expression systems. Using the _E. coli_ expression system, we have succeeded in producing a recombinant Pej-SGP-IV, an MII in _M. japonicus_, showing molt-inhibiting activity comparable to that of the native Pej-SGP-IV (see Subsection 2-2C). Therefore, we first attempted to express a recombinant Pej-SGP-III, one of the six CHHs in _M. japonicus_, using the same _E. coli_ expression system. However, the initial trial failed. Thereafter, the utility of the baculovirus expression system was also examined, but Pej-SGP-III could not be successfully produced. Since the methylotrophic yeast _Pichia pastoris_ expression system has been used in the production of several peptide hormones, such as mammalian gonadotrophic hormones and human insulin (Cereghino and Cregg 2000), we examined the use of _P. pastoris_ as a host organism in the expression of recombinant Pej-SGP-III (Ohira et al. 2003a).

A cDNA encoding Pej-SGP-III was processed by PCR and the resulting product was ligated into an expression vector. _P. pastoris_ was transformed with this vector, and a recombinant Pej-SGP-III having an additional glycine residue at the C-terminus (rPej-SGP-III-Gly), a form considered to be a putative precursor of this hormone, was expressed. rPej-SGP-III-Gly secreted into the culture medium was purified by reversed-phase HPLC and its yield was about 0.4 mg from 1 liter of culture. rPej-SGP-III-Gly was subjected to an amidating reaction using a peptidylglycine α-amidating enzyme, and the amidated recombinant Pej-SGP-III (rPej-SGP-III) was purified by reversed-phase HPLC. The rPej-SGP-III showed hyperglycemic activity in an _in vivo_ bioassay almost comparable to that of the native Pej-SGP-III (Fig. 8).

We also tried to produce other recombinant _M. japonicus_ CHHs using different methods of making the recombinant Pej-SGP-III. In the case of the production of a recombinant Pej-SGP-I, the _E. coli_ expression system was used (Katayama et al. 2002). Although biologically active recombinant Pej-SGP-I was obtained, the yield of the final product was poor (0.3 mg from 1 liter culture). This was because, the expressed recombinant Pej-SGP-I aggregated in an insoluble form, consequently yielding an inefficient refolding reaction. In order to overcome this problem, we recently introduced a new system using a Nus-tag for

---

**Fig. 8.** Comparison of hyperglycemic activities of rPej-SGP-III, rPej-SGP-III-Gly and natural Pej-SGP-III purified from the sinus glands. The saline solution column represents the injection of saline solution only as a negative control. Results are expressed as the means ± SE of five independent bioassays. Points with asterisks (*) indicate values significantly different from that of saline solution (P < 0.05, Dunnett’s multiple comparison test). Reprinted with permission from _Fish. Sci._, 69, Ohira et al., Expression of a recombinant crustacean hyperglycemic hormone of the kuruma prawn _Panaeas japonicus_ in methylotrophic yeast _Pichia pastoris_, 95–100, Fig. 4, © 2003, The Japanese Society of Fisheries Science.
suggested by the identity of the N-terminus. In addition, the C-terminal amide moiety, which is significant in conferring the hormonal activity, is present in all CHH molecules. Some CHHs, lacking seven C-terminal amino acid residues from the sinus gland, have been isolated. In addition, it was found that C-terminally truncated forms of two CHHs, lacking seven C-terminal amino acid residues and having a free C-terminus, exist concurrently in the sinus glands (Marco et al. 2000). The former two CHHs showed hyperglycemic activity, whereas the latter two truncated CHHs did not. Therefore, it is highly possible that the C-terminal sequence of CHH, especially the C-terminal amide moiety, is significant in conferring the hormonal activity, although no direct evidence has been obtained.

In order to examine the above hypothesis, we produced recombinant Pej-SGP-I molecules, one of the six CHHs in M. japonicus, with or without the C-terminal amide moiety using a bacterial expression system (Katayama et al. 2002). As expected, increases in hemolymph glucose levels after injection of the recombinant Pej-SGP-I having a free carboxyl-terminus (rPej-SGP-I-OH) were observed at high dosages only, whereas the recombinant Pej-SGP-I having an amidated C-terminus (rPej-SGP-I-amide) showed remarkable hyperglycemic activity, which was comparable to that of the native Pej-SGP-I (Fig. 9). These results are consistent with the data obtained using native CHHs and recombinant CHHs having a free carboxyl-terminus. In addition, the C-terminal amide moiety is significant in conferring the hormonal activity, although no direct evidence has been obtained.

In order to examine the above hypothesis, we produced recombinant Pej-SGP-I molecules, one of the six CHHs in M. japonicus, with or without the C-terminal amide moiety using a bacterial expression system (Katayama et al. 2002). As expected, increases in hemolymph glucose levels after injection of the recombinant Pej-SGP-I having a free carboxyl-terminus (rPej-SGP-I-OH) were observed at high dosages only, whereas the recombinant Pej-SGP-I having an amidated C-terminus (rPej-SGP-I-amide) showed remarkable hyperglycemic activity, which was comparable to that of the native Pej-SGP-I (Fig. 9). These results are consistent with the data obtained using native CHHs and recombinant CHHs having a free carboxyl-terminus. In addition, the C-terminal amide moiety is significant in conferring the hormonal activity, although no direct evidence has been obtained.
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results indicate that the C-terminal amide moiety is significant in conferring hyperglycemic activity. This was the first report that describes direct evidence for the importance of a carboxyl-terminal amide moiety in the folding and biological activity of crustacean hyperglycemic hormone.

CHH-family peptides determined thus far (Kegel et al., 1999; Kawakami et al., 1989; Huberman et al., 1995, 1996; Nagasawa et al., 1999, 2001). All of these results suggest that short extensions at the N-terminus of CHH-family peptides may cause slight changes in whole conformation, whereas they do not cause to affect biological activity.

All type II peptides, such as MIH, VIH and MOIH, unexceptionally have an additional glycine residue at position 12, which is lacked in all CHHs. Pej-SGP-IV carries five α-helices, and Gly12 is located in the short N-terminal helix (Katayama et al., 2003). The secondary structure of Pej-SGP-III, one of the six CHHs in M. japonicus, was modeled based on the structure of Pej-SGP-IV. By comparison of tertiary and surface structures of Pej-SGP-III with those of Pej-SGP-IV, the N-terminal helix of Pej-SGP-IV was presumed to be one of the significant regions for conferring MIH activity (Katayama et al., 2003). The native glycine residue inserted between positions 11 and 12 (Katayama and Nagasawa 2004). rPej-SGP-I-amide-Gly12 is shown in Fig. 11. The dose-response relationship of rPej-SGP-I-amide-Gly12 is shown in Fig. 11. Injection of 100 pmol of rPej-SGP-I-amide-Gly12 increased hemolymph glucose levels slightly, and its hyperglycemic activity reached a maximum at 300 pmol. It was demonstrated that the rPej-SGP-I-amide showed low hyperglycemic activity at 10 pmol and high activity at 100 pmol (Fig. 9). Therefore, the hyperglycemic activity of rPej-SGP-I-amide-Gly12 was lower than that of the rPej-SGP-I-amide by about one order of magnitude. Thus, these
results suggest that the insertion of a glycine residue is one of the indices for structural and functional divergence of the CHH-family peptides.

2-2. MIH

2-2A. Bioassay and purification

In 1905, Zeleny demonstrated that eyestalk ablation shortened the molt interval of the crab *Uca pugilator* (Zeleny 1905). A molt-inhibiting factor, the so-called “MIH” was first isolated and characterized in the sinus gland located in the eyestalk of green shore crab, *C. maenas* (Webster and Keller 1986; Webster 1991). After that, MIHs were characterized from several decapod species (Webster 1991; Chung et al. 1996).

From the sinus gland extract of *M. japonicus*, a peptide exhibiting molt-inhibiting activity was purified by a single-step reversed-phase HPLC (Yang et al. 1996). Molt-inhibiting activity was measured using an in vitro culture of Y-organs of the crayfish, *Procambarus clarkii*, and an ecdysteroid radioimmunoassay (RIA) (Sonobe et al. 1991). In this work, a pair of Y-organs was dissected out of an eyestalk-ablated animal. One gland was incubated in a medium containing 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA), and the other was done in the same medium containing each peptide separated by the reversed-phase HPLC. After 6 h incubation at 25°C, ecdysteroid levels in the culture media were measured by RIA, and the inhibition ratio was calculated from the differences between the BSA and tested peptide treatments. By this method, one fraction on an HPLC chromatogram containing Pej-SGP-IV showed strong MIH activity, and therefore it was likely that this peptide might be an intrinsic MIH (Table 1).

The dose-response relationship of purified MIH for the inhibition of ecdysteroid secretion in *in vitro* crayfish Y-organ culture is shown in Fig. 12 (Yang et al. 1996). The lowest inhibition (ca. 10%) was observed at a dosage level of 0.125 sinus gland equivalents in 500 µL (1.08 nM), and the inhibition was enhanced in a dose-dependent manner. Maximal inhibition (ca. 45%) was observed at a concentration of 1–5 sinus gland equivalents in 500 µL. This value is comparable to the effects of *C. maenas* MIH on the Y-organ culture of the same species (Webster and Keller 1986), suggesting that this purified peptide is functional in *M. japonicus*.

2-2B. Chemical structure and cDNA cloning

To determine the amino acid sequence of MIH, we firstly analyzed the N-terminal sequence using an automated protein sequencer, and the first 73 residues except for 8 residues at positions 7, 24, 27, 40, 44, 53, 69, and 71 were identified. Next, to determine these unidentified residues and the C-terminal sequence, MIH was digested with lysyl endopeptidase, and the digests were separated by reversed-phase HPLC. One of the digests was reduced by dithiothreitol and was S-carboxymethylated, yielding two peptides on reversed-phase HPLC. All of these fragments were analyzed on the automated protein sequencer, and the complete amino acid sequence of MIH was determined to consist of 77 amino acid residues (Yang et al. 1996). The C-terminal structure was confirmed by FAB mass spectral analysis of the C-terminal fragment after enzymatic digestion to be a free C-terminus. Six Cys residues exist at the positions conserved among CHH-family
M. japonicus MIH showed 44% sequence identity with C. maenas MIH (Webster 1991), and this value is higher than that between M. japonicus MIH and CHHs in the same species (~30%). M. japonicus MIH also showed high sequence identity with P. clarkii MIH (49%), which is consistent with the evidence that M. japonicus MIH possessed the molt-inhibiting activity in our bioassay system using P. clarkii Y-organs.

In order to clone a cDNA encoding MIH, total RNA was isolated from the eyestalk, and subjected to RT-PCR. Using a set of degenerate primers designed based on the amino acid sequence of MIH, a partial cDNA encoding MIH was obtained. This RT-PCR product was used as a probe to screen an eyestalk cDNA library, and 20 positive clones were identified. Sequence analysis of ten positive clones demonstrated that two of these clones encoded a MIH precursor. The nucleotide sequence of one of them and its deduced amino acid sequence are shown in Fig. 13 (Ohira et al. 1997c). An ORF of 318 bp was found and this ORF encoded putative 105 residues protein. The sequence of the C-terminal 77 residues of the protein was identical to that of MIH, and N-terminal 28 residues were likely to constitute a signal peptide. Unlike CHH precursors, no CPRP-like sequence was found between the signal and mature peptides in the precursor of MIH.

The MIH gene was specifically expressed in the eyestalk, and no expression was observed in the hepatopancreas, abdominal muscle, brain, thoracic ganglia and abdominal ganglia by Northern blot analysis (Ohira et al. 1997c). We next investigated changes in levels of MIH transcripts in the eyestalk during the molt cycle. Unexpectedly, no decrease in the MIH expression level was observed at the early and late premolt stages, suggesting that the synthesis, modification and/or secretion of MIH was regulated post-transcriptionally.

Until now, MIHs have been isolated and characterized from many crustacean species (Nakatsuji et al. 2009). Different from the case of CHHs whose C-terminus was amidated without any exceptions, the C-terminal structures of MIHs were varied; P. clarkii MIH possesses shorter sequence (75 amino acid residues long) than that of M. japonicus and amidated terminus (Nagasawa et al. 1996), and C. maenas MIH possessed elongated C-terminus (78 residues long) (Webster 1991). These observations suggest that the C-terminal structure of MIH is not important for conferring MIH activity.

In order to achieve further functional and structural analyses such as measurement of in vivo biological activity and tertiary structure determination, a large amount of MIH would be required. Therefore, we attempted to establish a bacterial expression system for recombinant MIH (rmIH) (Ohira et al. 1999). The cDNA encoding M. japonicus MIH was inserted into an expression plasmid, and E. coli competent cells were transformed with it. Positive clones were selected on LB plates containing antibiotics, and the bacterial cells from a single colony were cultured in LB me-
After 2 h induction of the recombinant protein expression by addition of isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG), the bacterial cells were harvested. After cell breakage by sonication, the soluble and insoluble fractions were obtained. In SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) analysis of these fractions, a heavily stained band corresponding to rMIH was observed only in the insoluble fraction, indicating that rMIH was expressed not as a soluble protein but in the form of inclusion bodies.

After solubilization of the inclusion bodies by 6 M guanidine-HCl, the resultant solution was applied to reversed-phase HPLC, in which four major peaks were observed. All these peak materials gave the same value in the mass spectral analysis, which coincided well with the theoretical value of rMIH. In sequence analysis, these four materials gave the same sequence, which were identical with the MIH except that these four had an additional alanine residue at the N-terminus derived from the nucleotide sequence of the expression plasmid. These results indicated that these four materials were the disulfide isomers of rMIH. These four peak materials were combined, and subjected to the in vitro refolding reaction.

The refolding reaction was carried out in a redox buffer containing 1.3 M urea/1 mM glutathione reduced form, GSH/1 mM glutathione (oxidized form, GSSG) at 4°C for overnight. After the reaction, the four peak materials were converged into one peak on the reversed-phase HPLC chromatogram (Fig. 14). This peak material gave the protonated ion peak at m/z 9135 (calculated value, 9136 for (M+H)+) in mass spectral analysis and also gave the N-terminal sequence ASFDIGV, which indicates that the disulfide arrangement is identical with that of MIH, which is expected to have a proper folding and correct disulfide arrangement. The yield of this peak material was about 1 mg for 1 liter of culture.

The in vitro molt-inhibiting activity of rMIH was examined using a P. clarkii Y-organ culture assay. The lowest inhibition (ca. 12%) was observed at a concentration of 0.2–1.0 nM. The inhibition was enhanced with increased dosage, and reached its maximum (ca. 41%) at the concentration of 10–20 nM (Fig. 12). These values are almost comparable to those of the native MIH. Although rMIH possesses an extra Ala residue at the N-terminus, this extension did not cause a significant change in biological activity.

In order to confirm the tertiary structure of rMIH, the CD spectrum of the native MIH was also measured at the same time under the same conditions. The spectral analysis indicated that rMIH possesses α-helical structure, and the helix content was calculated to be 46% (Katayama et al. 2001). This spectral pattern was almost the same as that of the native peptide, suggesting that rMIH and the native MIH share the same conformation. It was also similar to the CD spectra of other CHH-family peptides reported previously (Huberman et al. 1989; Gasparini et al. 1994).

Next, we examined the nature of disulfide pairing in rMIH. MIH was first digested by thermolysin, and the digests were separated by reversed-phase HPLC. The structure of one of the fragments was determined to consist of four peptide chains connected by three disulfide bonds based on mass spectral and amino acid sequence analyses. To obtain the peptide fragments containing only one disulfide bridge, this fragment was further digested sequentially with TPCK-treated trypsin and endoproteinase Asp-N, giving three double-chain fragments containing one disulfide bond. Each fragment was analyzed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer and a protein sequencer, establishing that the disulfide pairing occurred between Cys$^2$–Cys$^{44}$, Cys$^{24}$–Cys$^{49}$ and Cys$^{37}$–Cys$^{53}$. The disulfide bond arrangement in the native MIH was also determined in the same manner, and the same results as those in the case of rMIH were obtained. This disulfide pairing is essentially the same as those in other CHH-family peptides whose disulfide bond arrangements were determined previously (Kegel et al. 1989; Huberman et al. 1993; Martin et al. 1993; Yasuda et al. 1994; Gasparini et al. 1994; Aguilar et al. 1995, 1996; Nagasawa et al. 1999; Kawakami et al. 2000), suggesting that the type II peptide share a similar conformation with those of type I CHH-family peptides.

All these results including biological assays, CD spectrum measurement and disulfide bond arrangement determination indicated that rMIH is not only biologically but also chemically identical with the native peptide except that an extra Ala residue was attached at the N-terminus of rMIH. Using this recombinant peptide, it became possible for us to conduct tertiary structure determination, in vivo bioassays, and screening of MIH receptor.

2-2D. Tertiary structure

We attempted to determine the tertiary structure of MIH using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) methods (Katayama et al. 2003). To measure NMR spectra, a sample solution of high concentration is required, but the solubility of rMIH in water or phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at neutral pH is poor. On the other hand, acidic solutions or aqueous organic solvents can dissolve rMIH at high concentrations above 1 mM. In particular, 30% aqueous acetonitrile dissolved rMIH in concentrations over 2 mM, and rMIH in this solution showed essentially the same CD spectrum as in PBS. Thus, we used 30% aqueous acetonitrile as the solvent for the NMR experiments.

All non-labile $^1$H, $^{13}$C and $^{15}$N atoms of rMIH were assigned based on standard triple resonance NMR experiments. A total of 2152 restraints including 2109 distance and 43 torsion angle restraints were obtained from the NMR data and used in the structural calcula-
The conformation of rMIH was stabilized by a number of hydrophobic interactions in the cluster of nine hydrophobic residues (Leu16, Val20, Val23, Phe46, Phe50, Leu73, Leu74, Phe68 and Ile70) and the three disulfide bonds. These hydrophobic and cysteine residues are conserved in most CHH-family peptides, suggesting that the CHH-family peptides harbor similar foldings. We searched for proteins structurally similar to MIH using the DALI server (Holm and Sander 1993), but no similar structure was found, indicating that CHH-family peptides form a novel class of folds.

The tertiary structure of Pej-SGP-III (Yang et al. 1995), one of the M. japonicus CHHs which has 32% sequence identity and 66% sequence similarity to M. japonicus MIH, was homology-modeled using the SWISS-MODEL server (Gues and Peitsch 2000). These observations suggest that the functional site of CHH may be located at the C-terminal tail region present in MIH. The CT-terminal tail of MIH was located sterically close to ω1, and the surface properties including electrostatic potential and hydrophobicity of these peptides were different in this terminal region. Therefore, it was assumed that the region containing ω1 and the C-terminal tail was important for molt-inhibiting activity.

2-2.E. Structure-activity relationship

In order to confirm the hypothesis that the functional site of MIH is located in the region encompassing the ω1 and the C-terminus, various mutant molecules of MIH were prepared (Katayama et al. 2004). The amino acid residues to be mutated were selected according to the following two criteria: first, residues must reside in the region containing the ω1 helix and C-terminal tail; second, residues must have a side chain exposed at the molecular surface. We selected residues exposed to the molecular surface for mutation, partly because conformational changes due to the mutations would be minimized. Thus, seven mutants, N13A (a substitution mutant at position 13...
from Asn to Ala), R14A, W69A, S71Y, I72G, Δ12 (a deletion mutant of Gly12), and Δ75–77 (a mutant truncated three residues at the C-terminus) were designed. In addition, E48A, A56Y and Δ1–5 (a mutant truncated five residues at the N-terminus) were also designed in order to examine the influence of the putative non-functional position (Fig. 16).

These mutant peptides were expressed in E. coli in essentially the same manner as for rMIH. The bacterial cells were then harvested, suspended in PBS, and sonicated. Soluble and insoluble fractions obtained by centrifugation were subjected to SDS-PAGE, and heavily stained bands corresponding to recombinant mutant peptide candidates were detected only in the insoluble fractions in all mutants. These results indicated that all of the mutants were expressed in E. coli cells as inclusion bodies. Therefore, refolding was considered to be necessary to obtain mutant peptides with the proper conformation.

All mutants were obtained as a single peak on reversed-phase HPLC after refolding. MALDI-TOF mass spectral and N-terminal amino acid sequence analyses of each peak material showed the expected single molecular ion peak and N-terminal sequence, respectively, except for Δ1–5. The N-terminal sequence analysis of Δ1–5 gave the sequence, M/T-T/X-X/R-R/G-G/V-, indicating that the N-terminal methionine residue had only been partially removed by methionine aminopeptidase in E. coli. Since these two peptides could not be separated by HPLC, we used a mixture of the two Δ1–5 peptides in the following experiments. The N-terminal sequence of the other mutants, ASFIDNTXRG-, was identical to the native peptide except for the N-terminal alanine residue that was derived from the expression vector.

In order to confirm that the mutant peptides possessed the same conformation as the native peptide, the CD spectra of the mutants in PBS were recorded at room temperature. Since the solubility of S71Y in PBS was not enough for measuring CD spectrum, we could not record the CD spectrum of this mutant under the same conditions as for the other peptides. As expected, the CD spectra of the other mutants in PBS showed a pattern typical for α-helical proteins and were quite similar to the spectra of the native and recombinant molecules of MIH. Therefore, we concluded that the mutant peptides retained proper conformation regardless of the mutations.

In the dose-response relationship of the recombinant MIH, inhibition of ecdysteroid synthesis in vitro was observed at a concentration of 2 nM with maximum inhibition observed at 20 nM or higher (Fig. 12). Consequently, we assessed the molt-inhibiting activity of each mutant peptide at two concentrations, 20 and 200 nM. The results of the bioassays are shown in Fig. 17. Three mutants, Δ12, Δ75–77 and E48A, exhibited high molt-inhibiting activity comparable to that of rMIH at 20 and 200 nM. R14A, W69A, A56Y, and Δ1–5 showed high activity at 200 nM, but significantly lower activity than rMIH at 20 nM, indicating that the mutations in these four peptides brought about a decrease in activity by approximately one order of magnitude. Neither N13A nor S71Y exhibited activity at 20 nM with low activity at 200 nM, indicating that N13A and S71Y are less active than rMIH by more than one order of magnitude. I72G showed no activity at the two con-
concentrations tested, indicating that the activity of I72G is lower than that of rMIH by at least two orders of magnitude. The disulfide bond arrangement in I72G was determined to be the same as that of rMIH, indicating that the loss of activity in I72G was not due to the failure in the refolding reaction.

N13A and R14A, mutated at the α1 helix, exhibited lower activities than the recombinant MIH, although Δ12, expected to lack the helical structure of the α1 helix due to the shortened peptide chain, retained activity comparable to that of rMIH. These results suggest that the amino acid residues located at the C-terminal end of the α1 helix, but not the helical structure itself, are significant for conferring molt-inhibiting activity, which is not inconceivable because some type I CHH-family peptides show molt-inhibiting activity.

W69A, S71Y and I72G, mutated at the C-terminus, showed lower activities than rMIH, which has A75–77, lacking the three C-terminal amino acid residues, was as active as rMIH. These results suggest that the residues located at the C-terminal side of the C-terminal helix (α5 helix), not including the terminal three residues, are significant for conferring molt-inhibiting activity. The C-termini of MIHs from many crustaceans show various structures; some peptides have a shortened, amidated C-terminus (Nagasawa et al. 1996; Marco et al. 2000), while others possess an extended C-terminal sequence (Webster 1991; Chung et al. 1996). Taken together, it is likely that a few residues at the C terminus of MIH are not recognized by its receptor.

Among the many mutants, a notable decrease in molt-inhibiting activity was observed in I72G. Since the disulfide bond arrangement in I72G was the same as that of the native MIH, it is likely that the Ile72 mutation caused a decrease in molt-inhibiting activity by means of reduced binding ability to its receptor but not through a conformational change in the peptide. The bulky, hydrophobic side chain of Ile72 may be essential for receptor binding. N13A and S71Y also exhibited very low activity. The changes in hydrophobicity in N13A and in the bulkiness and aromaticity in S71Y could affect their activities. All these results suggest that Ile72 is the most significant residue of the residues mutated in this study for conferring biological activity, and that Asn13 and Ser71, both of which are sterically close to Ile72, are also very important.

On the other hand, it was unexpected that the A56Y mutation within the putative non-functional region of the peptide would exhibit lower molt-inhibiting activity than that of the recombinant MIH by approximately one order of magnitude. Two reasons are considered for this contradiction. First, a functionally important site may also be located around the Ala56 residue, and the decrease in activity may be because the aromatic ring of Tyr directly inhibits receptor-hormone binding; second, a slight conformational change which was not detectable in the CD spectrum may have been caused by this mutation, and as a result the binding affinity for the hormone receptor may have been reduced. In the NOESY NMR spectrum of the recombinant MIH, nuclear Overhauser effects (NOEs) were detected between the side chain of the Ala56 residue and those of the Val73 and the Ile30 residues. Therefore, it is likely that Tyr76 in the A56Y mutation could not fit into the space due to its bulky side chain, causing weaker hydrophobic interactions.

The hypothesis was likewise contradicted with the decreased molt-inhibiting activity of the Δ1–5 mutation. In the crayfish P. clarkii, two CHHs, CHH-I and CHH-II, have been isolated from the sinus gland (Yasuda et al. 1994). These two CHHs have identical amino acid sequences except that CHH-II has a Δ-Phe, which is Δ-Phe in CHH-I, at the third position from the N-terminus. These peptides have both CHH and MIH activities. CHH-I exhibits hyperglycemic activity as high as CHH-II, although it displays lower molt-inhibiting activity than CHH-II by approximately one order of magnitude. These results, combined with our observations, suggest that the considerable structural change in the N-terminal region of CHH-family peptides may not affect hyperglycemic activity, but does cause a reduction in molt-inhibiting activity.

Comparing the sequence of M. japonicus MIH with that of P. clarkii MIH, the positions mutated in this study are well conserved except for Ser71, which is Gly71 in P. clarkii MIH. Mutations at the conserved position among them tend to decrease MIH activity, strongly suggesting that the functional site of MIHs is located at the same position of the molecules each other. Since we used hetero-species bioassay system using P. clarkii Y-organs in this structure-activity relationship study, it is expected that the similar results might be obtained in structure activity relationship study of P. clarkii MIH.

2-2F. In vivo effects

In order to determine the function of MIH in vivo, an injection experiment using rMIH was performed (Okumura et al. 2005). When rMIH was injected into juvenile prawns once a day on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th days after ecdisis at the dose of 250 or 2500 ng/g-body weight (BW), the molt interval was elongated from 9.0 ± 0.4 d (means ± s.d.) in the control group to 9.2 ± 0.6 d and 9.5 ± 0.5 d in 250 and 2500 ng/g-BW groups, respectively. The molt interval differed significantly between the control and the 2500 ng/g-BW groups (P < 0.05). To examine the effects of MIH on the ecdysteroid level, 3 µg/g-BW of rMIH was injected to juvenile prawns at premolt stage D1. The ecdysteroid level in the control group was increased 1.94 ± 1.09-fold, whereas the increment was signifi-
To measure the biological activity of *M. japonicus* MIH *in vitro*, a hetero-species Y-organ incubation assay was used. In contrast, an *in vivo* assay was performed using the same species, and the results indicated that the MIH has an inhibitory effect on molting in this species as well.

MIH titers in the hemolymph are in the range of \(~10^{-11}–10^{-12}\) M in several species (Nakatsuji and Sonobe 2003; Chung and Webster 2005). In our injection experiments, although hormone titers may temporarily increase to \(~10^{-6}\) M, the effects on molt interval and hemolymph ecdysteroid level were not great. It has been reported that a 20-fold injection of 250 pmol/animal is required to inhibit molting in the case of the crayfish *P. clarkii* (Nakatsuji and Sonobe 2004). Considering the very short half-life of MIH in the hemolymph (Chung and Webster 2003; Nakatsuji and Sonobe 2004), it is likely that the low activity *in vivo* is due to the limited exposure of MIH to the Y-organ.

**2-2G. Mode of action**

In order to clarify the molecular mechanism of MIH signaling, we attempted to characterize the MIH receptor by performing a binding assay and chemical cross-linking experiments using radiolabeled rMIH (Asazuma et al. 2005).

The rMIH was radiolabeled with \(^{125}\text{I}\), and the labeled peptide was purified by reversed-phase HPLC. To survey MIH receptor distribution in *M. japonicus*, the binding capacities of \(^{125}\text{I}\)-rMIH to the membrane fractions prepared from various tissues were compared. Non-specific binding of each membrane fraction was measured in the presence of 1000-fold amounts of non-labeled rMIH. Specific binding was calculated by subtracting non-specific binding from total binding. Significant specific binding of \(^{125}\text{I}\)-rMIH was observed only in the membrane fraction of Y-organs, whereas no specific binding was observed in other tissues tested (Fig. 18A). These results strongly suggest that the MIH receptor exists specifically on the Y-organ.

To elucidate the kinetics of the MIH receptor, a saturable binding assay was carried out with various amounts of \(^{125}\text{I}\)-rMIH ranging from 0 to 500 pM. Non-specific binding of each measuring point was determined by the count in the presence of a 10,000-fold amount of non-labeled rMIH. Scatchard analysis revealed a single population of high-affinity MIH receptors on the Y-organ membrane (\(K_d = 4.76 \times 10^{-10}\) M, \(B_{\text{max}} = 5.51 \times 10^{-12}\) M).

To characterize the MIH receptor, the membrane fraction from the Y-organs was incubated with \(^{125}\text{I}\)-rMIH, and the mixture was cross-linked with a bifunctional cross-linking reagent, bis(sulfosuccinimidyl)suberate. The covalently cross-linked mixture was then analyzed by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography. A major band with the size of \(~80\) kDa was observed (Fig. 18B). On the other hand, this band disappeared when the binding reaction was carried out in the presence of an excess amount of non-labeled rMIH. These data strongly suggested that the band of \(~80\) kDa was derived from the conjugate of \(^{125}\text{I}\)-rMIH with the MIH receptor. In addition, this band did not change the mobility on SDS-PAGE under reducing conditions, indicating that the
MIH receptor on the Y-organ has a molecular mass of approximately 70 kDa and possibly is not composed of subunits linked by disulfide bonds.

It has been demonstrated that the cyclic nucleotide analogs and phosphodiesterase inhibitors mimick MIH action in the suppression of Y-organ activity in several crustacean species (Saidi et al. 1994; Nakatsuji et al. 2006, 2009). In addition, MIH treatment increased cGMP levels in Y-organ in vitro. Given the fact that cGMP is involved in ecdysteroidogenesis in the Y-organ, a membrane guanylate cyclase (MGC) was suggested as a candidate MIH receptor in the Y-organ (Zheng et al. 2006). Indeed, cDNA for MGC was recently isolated from Y-organ of the blue crab Callinectes sapidus which exhibits a molecular weight of 137 kDa on a Western blot analysis, thus implicating that it may be a putative receptor for MIH (Zheng et al. 2006). In contrast, the putative receptor of MIH in the Y-organ that was chemically cross-linked with [125I]MIH revealed approximately 70 and 51 kDa proteins in M. japonicus and C. sapidus, respectively (Asazuma et al. 2005; Zmora et al. 2009). Overall, further studies are required for characterizing receptor(s) and elucidating the specific mode of actions of MIH on the inhibition of ecdysteroidogenesis in the Y-organ.

Recently, it was found that the Halloween genes encoding cytochrome P450 monooxygenases from insects were characterized as the steroidogenic enzymes catalyzing the final four steps of the ecdysteroid synthetic pathway from 5β-ketodiol to 20-hydroxyecdysone (Gilbert 2004; Truman 2005). To elucidate whether ecdysteroidogenesis in the Y-organ is regulated by MIH, the expression levels of an orthologue of a member of the Halloween genes, phantom, in the Y-organ of M. japonicus was analyzed (Asazuma et al. 2009). As expected, phantom gene expression significantly increased at the pre-molt stage, and decreased after ecdysis (Fig. 19). In addition, the exposure of the Y-organs to MIH significantly decreased phantom expression levels in vitro. These observations strongly suggest that the transcription of the phantom gene in the Y-organ is negatively regulated by MIH, although the question of how MIH regulates gene expression levels still remains unclear. In order to clarify the mechanism of MIH action on ecdysteroidogenesis, further studies are required.

**2-2H. Other MIH-like peptides**

Gu et al. cloned a fragment of a cDNA encoding an
MIH-like peptide named MIH-B from *M. japonicus*, but the full-length sequence of this cDNA had not yet been reported (Gu et al. 2002). In order to determine its nucleotide and amino acid sequences, and to analyze its biological activity, we cloned it using RT-PCR methods (Ohira et al. 2005).

A cDNA fragment encoding MIH-B was amplified by RT-PCR using degenerate oligonucleotide primers designed based on the partial amino acid sequence of MIH-B. Subsequently, the 5′- and 3′-regions of the cDNA were amplified by 5′- and 3′-RACE, respectively, using specific primers. In order to confirm the nucleotide sequence of the cDNA, PCR was performed to amplify the cDNA fragments including the full-length ORF. The MIH-B precursor cDNA consisted of 804 bp comprising a 5′-untranslated region (45 bp), an ORF (309 bp), a stop codon (TAA), and a 3′-untranslated region (450 bp). The 3′-untranslated region contained a consensus polyadenylation signal (AATAAA) 9 bp upstream from the poly (A) tail. The ORF of MIH-B was conceptually translated into a putative 102-residue peptide consisting of a signal peptide (23 residues) and a putative hormone portion (Fig. 20).

The putative hormone consisted of 79 amino acid residues containing six Cys residues which were conserved in all CHH-family peptides. The amino acid sequence of MIH-B was identical to that of the partial sequence from positions 13 to 68 previously determined by Gu et al. This peptide had 73% identity with MIH, and was highly homologous to MIHs characterized from other crustacean species. The MIH-B gene was strongly expressed in the thoracic ganglia and abdominal ganglia, and weakly in the eyestalk. No expression was observed in the other tissues tested by RT-PCR analysis. This expression pattern was very similar to that of Mee-MIH-B, which is another MIH molecule in the shrimp, *Metapenaeus ensis*, having high amino acid sequence identity (66%) with *M. japonicus* MIH-B (Gu et al. 2002). MIH-B shares some other characteristics with Mee-MIH-B: the precursor has a shorter signal peptide (23 amino acid residues) than the other MIH precursors; the mature peptide consists of 79 amino acid residues; and the recombinant peptide shows low molt-inhibiting hormone-like peptide from the prawn *Marsupenaeus japonicus*, 259–268, © 2005, with permission from Elsevier.

Fig. 20. Nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences of *Marsupenaeus japonicus* MIH-B. The numbers at the left and right sides indicate the amino acid and nucleotide numbers, respectively. Signal sequence is indicated by underlines, and the polyadenylation signal is shown by a shaded box. The sequence has been deposited in the DNA Data Bank of Japan (accession No. AB162448).

Fig. 21. Purification of the native MIH-B from the sinus gland. (A) Reverse-phase HPLC elution profile of the sinus gland extract. Separation was carried out on an Asahi-Pak ODP-50 column (4.6 × 250 mm) with a 60-min linear gradient of 10–50% acetonitrile containing 0.05% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) at a flow rate of 0.8 mL/min. (B) Reverse-phase HPLC elution profile of the MIH-B fraction from the first HPLC. Separation was performed in the same manner as in the first HPLC except for the use of 0.05% heptafluorobutyric acid (HFBA) instead of 0.05% TFA. Arrowheads indicate the MIH-B fractions. Reprinted from *Peptides*, 26, Ohira et al., Cloning and characterization of a molt-inhibiting hormone-like peptide from the prawn *Marsupenaeus japonicus*, 259–268, © 2005, with permission from Elsevier.
In order to confirm the existence of MIH-B as a peptide molecule in live prawns, we attempted to purify the peptide separately from thoracic ganglia and sinus glands. The extract of thoracic ganglia, however, included a great many proteins and peptides, making it impossible to purify MIH-B. On the other hand, MIH-B could be purified from the sinus glands by two steps of reversed-phase HPLC (Fig. 21). In MALDI-TOF mass spectral analysis, the purified peptide gave a protonated molecular ion peak at m/z 9399.0, which is consistent with the calculated molecular mass of MIH-B (9401.7 for (M+H)+). Amino acid sequence analysis of this peptide yielded the N-terminal sequence, NILYSSXRGV-, which was identical to the putative N-terminal sequence of MIH-B. The yield of this peptide was 0.5 µg from 510 sinus glands.

In order to obtain a large quantity of MIH-B, recombinant MIH-B (rMIH-B) was expressed using an E. coli expression system essentially according to the methods that were used for rMIH. As in the case of rMIH, rMIH-B was expressed in the form of inclusion bodies, and it was, therefore, likely that a refolding reaction was necessary in order to obtain the peptide in its native conformation. Firstly, we attempted to conduct a refolding reaction for rMIH-B in the same redox buffer solution as was used in the refolding reaction for producing rMIH in its native conformation, but the entire product became insoluble. Next, we added acetonitrile to the reaction buffer to a final concentration of 10% in order to increase the solubility of rMIH-B. The reaction then yielded rMIH-B as a single peak on RP-HPLC. Five amino acid residues, ANILY, could be calculated by amino acid analysis of rMIH-B sequence analysis of the purified peptide. This sequence was identical to that of the native peptide except for the first Ala residue, which arose from the nucleotide sequence of the expression vector. In the MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of the purified rMIH-B, a protonated molecular ion peak was observed at m/z 9471.3, which coincided with the calculated value of 9472.7 for (M+H)+. The yield of the refolded rMIH-B was about 2 mg from 1 liter of culture.

In order to examine the conformation of the rMIH-B, the arrangement of disulfide bonds in rMIH-B was analyzed. The recombinant MIH-B could be successively digested with trypsin and chymotrypsin, and the digests were separated by reversed-phase HPLC. Each fragment peptide was then analyzed by TOF-MS and amino acid sequence analyses. The results showed that rMIH-B had three disulfide bonds connected between Cys7 and Cys44, Cys24 and Cys40, and Cys27 and Cys53. This arrangement was identical with that of other CHH-family peptides reported previously (Kegel et al. 1989; Huberman et al. 1993; Maritzen et al. 1993; Yasuda et al. 1994; Gasparini et al. 1994; Aguilar et al. 1995, 1996; Nagasawa et al. 1999; Kawakami et al. 2000). The CD spectrum of rMIH-B showed a pattern similar to that of other CHH-family peptides reported previously (Huberman et al. 1989; Gasparini et al. 1994), which was typical for α-helix-rich proteins. All these results indicated that rMIH-B possessed the native conformation.

The dose-response relationship of rMIH-B in terms of molt-inhibiting activity was examined. rMIH-B weakly inhibited ecdysoyroid synthesis by the Y-organ in vitro at a concentration of 2 nM (Fig. 12). The inhibition was enhanced with increasing peptide concentrations, and reached a maximum at 100 nM (Fig. 12). These results indicated that rMIH-B was less active than rMIH by approximately one order of magnitude.

Next, we examined the hyperglycemic activity of rMIH-B. However, no elevation of hemolymph glucose level was observed with the injection of 10 or 100 pmol of rMIH-B, indicating that rMIH-B possessed no hyperglycemic activity.

As described above, the residues, Ile16, Val20, Val23, Phe45, Phe50, Leu54, Phe56, Ile57 and Leu72, in MIH form the hydrophobic core in the center of the molecule, and they are completely conserved in MIH-B. In addition, the surface residues around α1 helix (Asn13 and Arg14) and the C-terminal part (Trp69, Ser71 and Ile72), which may contribute to direct binding to the MIH receptor, are also conserved. Thus, MIH-B seemed to share MIH-like molecular characteristics with MIH. The arrangement of disulfide bonds of rMIH-B was identical to that of other CHH-family peptides reported previously, and rMIH-B showed a CD spectrum similar to other CHH-family peptides, suggesting that MIH-B has a conformation similar to that of other CHH-family peptides. However, rMIH-B showed lower activity than MIH by approximately one order of magnitude. It is likely that the low molt-inhibiting activity of rMIH-B was due not to unnatural conformation, but to slight differences in the local structure of the receptor recognition site of MIH-B.

It is generally presumed that MIH exists in the eyestalks, because bilateral eyestalk ablation causes shortening of the molt interval (Zeleny 1905). Levels of M. japonicus MIH-B peptide in the eyestalk were very low (about 1 ng per sinus gland), and were about 40-fold lower than that of MIH. The lower activity and content of MIH-B suggest a much lower contribution of MIH-B peptide in the eyestalk were very low (about 1 ng per sinus gland), and were about 40-fold lower than that of MIH. The lower activity and content of MIH-B suggest a much lower contribution of MIH-B in vivo. The dose-response relationship of rMIH-B in terms of molt-inhibiting activity was examined. rMIH-B weakly inhibited ecdysoyroid synthesis by the Y-organ regulation compared to MIH, and it might not act as an intrinsic MIH. Since rMIH-B showed no hyperglycemic activity. MIH-B may contribute to direct binding to the MIH receptor, are also conserved. Thus, MIH-B seemed to share MIH-like molecular characteristics with MIH. The arrangement of disulfide bonds of rMIH-B was identical to that of other CHH-family peptides reported previously, and rMIH-B showed a CD spectrum similar to other CHH-family peptides, suggesting that MIH-B has a conformation similar to that of other CHH-family peptides. However, rMIH-B showed lower activity than MIH by approximately one order of magnitude. It is likely that the low molt-inhibiting activity of rMIH-B was due not to unnatural conformation, but to slight differences in the local structure of the receptor recognition site of MIH-B.

In an expressed sequence tag experiment using a cDNA library from M. japonicus eyestalk, it was demonstrated that another MIH-like gene designated "pu-tative" MIH-C was expressed in the eyestalk (Yamano and Unuma 2006). The deduced amino acid sequence...
of MIH-C shared 73% and 84% identities with those of MIH and MIH-B, respectively, and it was structurally more related to MIH-B than to MIH. The function of putative MIH-C peptide has not yet been characterized. In the *M. japonicus* genome, it is presumed that more MIH-like genes exist; along these lines, further experiments are required for understanding the molecular and functional diversity of MIHs.

2-3. VIH

**Bioassay**

An *in vivo* bioassay is the most appropriate means of accurately examining VIH action; however, it is difficult to conduct such assays throughout the isolation process, because large quantities of natural hormone and lengthy procedures are required. Therefore, we have established an *in vitro* bioassay for vitellogenesis-inhibiting activity (Khayat *et al*. 1998; Tsutsui *et al*. 2005a), as described below.

In *M. japonicus*, the eight CHH-family peptides, the six CHHs (Pej-SGP-I, II, III, V, VI, VII) belonging to type I and the two MIHs (Pej-SGP-IV and MIH-B) belonging to type II, were identified from the sinus glands (see Subsections 2-1B and 2-2H). Since the two VIHs from *H. americanus* and *A. vulgare* are members of the CHH-family, the eight peptides were considered to be candidates for VIH in *M. japonicus*. Therefore, vitellogenesis-inhibitory activities of the seven of eight CHH-family peptides (Pej-SGP-I to -VII) were exam-

Fig. 22. Influence of *Marsupenaeus japonicus* CHH-family peptides (Fractions I–VII) and a non-CHH-family peptide (Fraction 13) on *Penaeus semisulcatus* ovarian protein synthesis. The values represent the percentage of inhibition in fragments removed from six different ovaries (means ± SE; n = 6). Statistical analysis of the results indicates a significant difference (P < 0.05) in the highest concentration (2 pmol/mL) between the inhibition values of Fraction 13 and Fraction IV and the other CHH-family peptides. Means with the same letter are not significantly different (P > 0.05) by analysis of the variance. Reprinted from *Gen. Comp. Endocrinol.*, 110, Khayat *et al*. Hyperglycaemic hormones inhibit protein and mRNA synthesis in *in vitro*-incubated ovarian fragments of the marine shrimp *Penaeus semisulcatus*, 307–318, © 1998, with permission from Elsevier.

Fig. 23. Analysis of the effect of *Marsupenaeus japonicus* crude sinus gland extract (0.1 sinus gland equivalent), CHH-family peptides (Fractions I–VII) and non-CHH-family peptides (Fraction 13, PDH, and RPCH) at the highest concentration (2 pmol/mL) on *Penaeus semisulcatus* ovarian protein synthesis. Labeled proteins (30 µg) from ovarian fragments incubated *in vitro* with different peptide were separated by SDS-PAGE (10% acrylamide). Reprinted from *Gen. Comp. Endocrinol.*, 110, Khayat *et al*. Hyperglycaemic hormones inhibit protein and mRNA synthesis in *in vitro*-incubated ovarian fragments of the marine shrimp *Penaeus semisulcatus*, 307–318, © 1998, with permission from Elsevier.
ized using an in vitro incubation system with ovaries isolated from the green tiger prawn *P. semisulcatus* (Khayat et al. 1998). In this system, the levels of *de novo* protein synthesis in the incubated ovarian fragments were used as an index of vitellogenesis. As a result, MIH (Pej-SGP-IV) showed quite weak activity (Fig. 22), although this MIH is structurally more related to the known VIHs, both of which are classified into type II, than to CHHs (see Subsection 2-1B). In contrast, the six CHHs belonging to type I inhibited protein synthesis in the incubated ovarian fragments (Fig. 22), implying that these six CHHs are involved in the regulation of vitellogenesis. However, their effects were observed on overall protein synthesis in the ovary, and were not specific for vitellogenesis-related proteins (Fig. 23).

Vitellogenin (VG) is the dominant vitellogenesis-related protein. In crustaceans, VG is synthesized in the hepatopancreas and/or ovary (Chen et al. 1999; Yang et al. 2000; Tseng et al. 2001; Abdu et al. 2002; Avarre et al. 2003; Tsang et al. 2003; Tsutsui et al. 2004; Mak et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2005; Raviv et al. 2006), undergoes processing (Okano et al. 2002a; Avarre et al. 2003), and is incorporated into developing oocytes as mature vitellin likely through receptor-mediated endocytosis (Warrier and Subramoniam 2002). In *M. japonicus*, it has been confirmed that both VG mRNA levels in the hepatopancreas and ovary, and VG protein levels in the hemolymph increase significantly during vitellogenesis (Jasmani et al. 2000; Tsutsui et al. 2000, 2005b). On the basis of this information, an in vitro bioassay for vitellogenesis-inhibiting activity using *M. japonicus* ovarian fragments has been established, in which VG mRNA levels in incubated ovarian fragments are used as an index of vitellogenesis (Tsutsui et al. 2005a). Using this assay system, it has been shown that *M. japonicus* MIH, type II peptide, had no significant effect on VG mRNA levels in the incubated ovary (Fig. 24), whereas Pej-SGP-III, one of the six CHHs belonging to type I, strongly reduced VG mRNA levels, but did not affect glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) mRNA levels (Fig. 25). Recently, the remaining five CHHs belonging to type I, in addition to Pej-SGP-III, were subjected to the same bioassay, and then all of them showed obvious VIH activities (Tsutsui et al. 2013). These results indicate that the six CHHs are probably involved not only in the control of carbohydrate metabolism but also in the regulation of vitellogenesis in *M. japonicus*. Recently, a recombinant *H. americanus* VIH was shown to have weak but significant vitellogenesis-inhibiting activity using the same assay (Ohira et al. 2006), as described in the next section. Moreover, VIH activities of CHH-family peptides from the whiteleg shrimp *Litopenaeus vannamei* were successfully examined by the same methods (Tsutsui et al. 2007). These suggest that the system is a very useful tool for the investigation of VIH not only in *M. japonicus* but also in other decapod crustaceans.

### 2-3B. Structure-activity relationship

*H. americanus* VIH was originally characterized as a type II peptide having a free C-terminus, based on the results of amino acid sequencing and mass spectrometry (Soyez et al. 1991). However, cDNA cloning revealed that the VIH precursor had an amidating signal sequence at the C-terminal end (De Kleijn et al. 1994b), and therefore it was later determined that mature *H. americanus* VIH possesses a C-terminal amide moiety (Soyez 1997). Another VIH...
from *A. vulgare*, which also belongs to the type II group, has a free C-terminus in contrast to the case of *H. americanus* VIH (Gréve et al. 1999). In this way, whether the C-terminal amidation in VIH is necessary to confer biological activity remains a point of clarification.

In order to elucidate the above point, we produced two types of recombinant *H. americanus* VIHs (rHoAvIHs), rHoAv-VIH-amide and rHoAv-VIH-OH, and assessed their vitellogenesis-inhibiting activities using a *M. japonicus* ovarian fragment incubation system (Ohira et al. 2006). The rHoAv-VIH-amide significantly reduced vitellogenin mRNA levels in the ovary, while rHoAv-VIH-OH had no effect in this assay system (Fig. 26). The arrangements of the three disulfide bonds in rHoAv-VIH-Gly, a precursor of rHoAv-VIH-amide, and rHoAv-VIH-OH were identical to that of other CHH-family peptides determined thus far (Kegel et al. 1989; Huberman et al. 1993; Martin et al. 1993; Yasuda et al. 1994; Aguilar et al. 1995, 1996; Nagasawa et al. 1999; Kawakami et al. 2000; Katayama et al. 2001), and therefore, it was likely that this arrangement of disulfide bonds is also the same as that in the native *H. americanus* VIH. These results indicated that the difference in conformation between rHoAv-VIH-OH and rHoAv-VIH-amide is caused not by the variation of disulfide bond arrangement, but by the presence or absence of the C-terminal amide. In *M. japonicus*, the C-terminal amide moiety of CHH was important for the folding of the molecule to its natural conformation and was consequently necessary for conferring hyperglycemic activity (see Subsection 2-1F). Therefore, the C-terminal amidation of *H. americanus* VIH may also have a role in maintaining its conformation.
rHoa-VIH-amide showed definite biological activity in the in vitro bioassay using M. japonicus ovary, although its efficacy was much lower than that of sinus gland extracts from M. japonicus (Fig. 25). As mentioned above, Pej-SGP-III, one of the six CHHs in M. japonicus belonging to the type I group with a C-terminal amide, reduced vitellogenin mRNA levels to 15% of that of the non-treatment control at only 5 nM using the same assay system (Fig. 25). On the other hand, Pej-SGP-IV, MIH in M. japonicus belonging to type II with a free C-terminus, was not effective even at 100 nM (Fig. 24). In another case, two C-terminally shortened CHHs with a free C-terminus from J. lalandii, both of which are type I peptides, showed much weaker VIH activities than those of the two CHHs having a C-terminal amide using the P. semisulcatus ovarian incubation system (Marco et al. 2002). These results suggest that the molecular characteristics required for vitellogenesis-inhibiting activity in penaeid shrimp reside in the type I peptide with an amidated C-terminus. This postulation seems to be consistent with our present results, because rHoa-VIH-OH belonging to type II had no activity and even rHoa-VIH-amide showed very low vitellogenesis-inhibiting activity. The reason for the low activity of rHoa-VIH-amide might be due to the use of a heterologous bioassay or the presence of another VIH that is more potent. As the biological activity of native H. americanus VIH has also been characterized by in vivo studies in a different shrimp species, Palaemonetes varians (Soyez et al. 1987), it is necessary to establish a bioassay system using H. americanus for further examination of rHoa-VIH-amide activity.

3. Eyestalk peptide hormones II: Chromatophorotropic peptides

In 1972, Fernlund and Josefsson reported the isolation and complete structure of crustacean red pigment concentrating hormone (RPCH) from the pink shrimp P. borealis (Fernlund and Josefsson 1972). This shrimp RPCH was an octapeptide (pELNFSPGWamide) and showed activity of chromatophoral pigment concentration and dark-adaptation eye pigment migration. Thereafter, the primary structures of RPCH from several crustacean species were determined, revealing that all structures were identical (Gaus et al. 1990; Keller 1992), suggesting that only one RPCH molecule exists in crustaceans.

In 1976, crustacean pigment dispersing hormone (PDH) was purified from the sinus glands of P. borealis and its primary structure was determined (Fernlund 1976). This octadecapeptide with an amidated C-terminus had an effect on the light-adapting movement of pigment in the compound eye. Later, this molecule was also found to cause pigment dispersion in epidermal chromatophores and therefore has been referred to as α-PDH (Rao and Riehm 1993). Thereafter, PDHs from several crustacean species were isolated and sequenced. Interestingly, all of them were found to differ from α-PDH of P. borealis at more than 6 positions out of 18 amino acid residues and were thus designated as β-PDH (Rao and Riehm 1993). The most significant difference between α- and β-PDHs is at position 3, where Gly is found in α-PDH and Glu in β-PDHs, causing β-PDH to be more potent than α-PDH. Up until now, α-PDH has only been found in species of the Pandalus genus.

In order to obtain more information on the structure-activity relationship of chromatophorotropic peptides, we characterized three chromatophore-regulating neuropeptides from the kuruma prawn Penaeus japonicus, 415–424, © 1999, with permission from Elsevier.

3-1. RPCH

3-1A. Purification and structure determination

Peptides were extracted from the sinus glands and fractionated by reversed-phase HPLC. RPCH activity was observed at fraction A (Fig. 27). Fraction A was then applied to a second reversed-phase HPLC using a different column, and the peptide showing RPCH activity could be purified (Pej-RPCH). As expected, the N-terminus was confirmed to be blocked based on N-
terminal amino acid sequence analysis. Digestion of Pej-RPCH with Pfu pyroglutamate aminopeptidase afforded a corresponding de-blocked peptide. Amino acid sequence analysis of the de-blocked peptide unambiguously revealed the sequence of residues 2–8, LNFSPGW. To determine whether the C-terminal residue was amidated, the intact Pej-RPCH was subjected to high resolution FAB mass spectral analysis. A protonated molecular ion peak was observed at \( m/z \) 930.44, which coincided well with the calculated value of the amidated peptide (930.44 for (M+H)+). Thus, the amino acid sequence of Pej-RPCH was determined as pELNFSPGW-NH₂.

Pej-RPCH was identical with RPCH previously determined in several crustacean species. This is in contrast to the insect AKHs, other members of the AKH/RPCH family, in which both amino acid sequences and peptide lengths vary among species. This may be due to a strict ligand-receptor interaction in the case of RPCH, which does not allow any changes in residues and peptide lengths.

3-1B. Biological activity

To examine RPCH activity, the kuruma prawns whose eyestalks were ablated one day prior to the experiment were used for an in vivo assay, as all types of the chromatophores were highly dispersed at this time.

After the injection of peptide, the extent of concentration or dispersion was estimated using the index of Hogben and Slome (1931); maximal pigment concentration was recorded as score 1, and maximal dispersion as score 5; scores 2, 3, and 4 represented intermediate states. The observed activity was expressed in terms of Standard Integrated Response (SIR) values, as defined previously (Fingerman et al. 1967).

The dose-response relationships of Pej-RPCH to the four types of chromatophores (erythrophores, xanthophores, leucophores and melanophores) were shown in Fig. 28. The sensitivities of the four types of chromatophores to Pej-RPCH were found to be considerably different. The most sensitive response was observed in erythrophores and xanthophores, and the least sensitive response was seen in leucophores. Melanophores showed a medium-level response.

3-2. PDH

3-2A. Purification and structure determination

Pigment dispersing activity was found in fractions B and C (Fig. 27). These fractions were further purified separately on reversed-phase HPLC, and consequently two peptides, Pej-PDH-I and -II, were obtained from fractions B and C, respectively. Eighteen residues each were identified by the N-terminal amino acid sequence analysis. A protonated molecular ion peak was observed at \( m/z \) 930.44, which coincided well with the calculated value of the amidated peptide (930.44 for (M+H)+). Thus, the amino acid sequence of Pej-RPCH was determined as pELNFSPGW-NH₂.

Pej-RPCH was identical with RPCH previously determined in several crustacean species. This is in contrast to the insect AKHs, other members of the AKH/RPCH family, in which both amino acid sequences and peptide lengths vary among species. This may be due to a strict ligand-receptor interaction in the case of RPCH, which does not allow any changes in residues and peptide lengths.

To examine RPCH activity, the kuruma prawns whose eyestalks were ablated one day prior to the experiment were used for an in vivo assay, as all types of the chromatophores were highly dispersed at this time.

After the injection of peptide, the extent of concentration or dispersion was estimated using the index of Hogben and Slome (1931); maximal pigment concentration was recorded as score 1, and maximal dispersion as score 5; scores 2, 3, and 4 represented intermediate states. The observed activity was expressed in terms of Standard Integrated Response (SIR) values, as defined previously (Fingerman et al. 1967).

Fig. 28. Dose-response relationship of Pej-RPCH to four types of chromatophores. ○, Erythrophores; ●, xanthophores; Δ, leucophores. The activities are expressed as standard integrated response (SIR), and are presented as the means ± SE. Each point is derived from responses elicited by five prawns. Reprinted from Gen. Comp. Endocrinol., 114, Yang et al., Characterization of chromatophorotropic neuropeptides from the kuruma prawn Penaeus japonicus, 415–424, © 1999, with permission from Elsevier.

Fig. 29. Summary of sequence analyses of Pej-PDH-I and Pej-PDH-II. (- - -), residues identified by amino-terminal sequence analysis. Fragments (K-I-1, K-I-2, K-II-1, and K-II-2) were generated by lysyl endopeptidase digestion of Pej-PDH-I and -II, respectively. Reprinted from Gen. Comp. Endocrinol., 114, Yang et al., Characterization of chromatophorotropic neuropeptides from the kuruma prawn Penaeus japonicus, 415–424, © 1999, with permission from Elsevier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pej-PDH-I</th>
<th>NSELINSSLGLPKYMDDA-NH₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-I-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-I-2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pej-PDH-II</th>
<th>NSELINSSLGLPKYMDDA-NH₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-II-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-II-2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the injection of peptide, the extent of concentration or dispersion was estimated using the index of Hogben and Slome (1931); maximal pigment concentration was recorded as score 1, and maximal dispersion as score 5; scores 2, 3, and 4 represented intermediate states. The observed activity was expressed in terms of Standard Integrated Response (SIR) values, as defined previously (Fingerman et al. 1967).

The dose-response relationships of Pej-RPCH to the four types of chromatophores (erythrophores, xanthophores, leucophores and melanophores) were shown in Fig. 28. The sensitivities of the four types of chromatophores to Pej-RPCH were found to be considerably different. The most sensitive response was observed in erythrophores and xanthophores, and the least sensitive response was seen in leucophores. Melanophores showed a medium-level response.
595.30, respectively, and these values coincided well with the calculated values for the amidation forms of K-I-2 and K-II-2 (535.25 and 595.28, respectively), establishing the amidated C-terminus of both K-I-2 and K-II-2. Thus, the complete amino acid sequences of Pej-PDH-I and -II were determined (Fig. 29).

The two PDH showed considerable sequence similarity to other PDHs characterized from several crustacean species previously. Pej-PDH-I was most closely related to the PDHs of *Penaeus aztecus* (Phillips et al. 1988) and *Pandalus jordani* (Rao et al. 1989) with one residue substitution, while Pej-PDH-II was most similar to the PDHs of *C. sapidus* (Klein et al. 1994) and *L. vannamei* (PDH-II) (Desmoucelles-Carette et al. 1996) with replacement of two residues. In Pej-PDH-II, this was the first occasion in which Phe and Ile were found at positions 14 and 16 of a crustacean PDH; up until now, only Val or Leu and Asn or Thr had been found at these positions in all of the known PDHs.

### 3.2B. Biological activity

Prawns whose eyestalks were ablated seven days previously were injected with peptide samples to test PDH activity, as all types of the chromatophores were most concentrated. The dose-response relationships of the two PDHs to the four types of chromatophores are shown in Fig. 30. Pej-PDH-II was 5-, 7-, and 10-fold more potent than Pej-PDH-I for erythrophores, xanthophores, and melanophores, respectively, on the basis of the quantity of peptides required to elicit an SIR value of 10. Like RPCH, the sensitivities of four types of chromatophores to Pej-PDH-I and -II were found to differ, and the order of sensitivity was the same as that of Pej-RPCH: erythrophores > xanthophores > melanophores > leucophores.

Pej-PDH-II was more potent than Pej-PDH-I in all types of chromatophores except for leucophores. The reason for the differences in activity between the two PDHs was thought to be due to one or more differ-
ences in amino acid residues at position 11, 14, or 16. Previous studies on the structure-activity relationship of PDH showed that PDHs with Ile\textsuperscript{11} and Leu\textsuperscript{11} were equally potent (Rao and Riehm 1989). Moreover, the difference of residue at position 14, Val in Pej-PDH-I and Phe in Pej-PDH-II, was not thought to be significant enough to cause differences in activity, because these two residues have similar hydrophobic properties. We thus considered that the difference at position 16, Thr in Pej-PDH-I and Ile in Pej-PDH-II, had the greatest potential to influence activity and therefore decided to synthesize [Ile\textsuperscript{16}]-Pej-PDH-I. As expected, this synthetic peptide showed PDH activity comparable to that of Pej-PDH-II (Fig. 30), even though [Ile\textsuperscript{16}]-Pej-PDH-I had different residues at positions 11 and 14 from Pej-PDH-II. Until now, only Asn and Thr, have been found at position 16, and replacement of Asn by Thr at this position did not cause considerable change in activity (Rao and Riehm 1989). Thus, Ile\textsuperscript{16} in Pej-PDH-II provided new information regarding the structure-activity relationship of PDH. Similar results have been reported by \textit{P. jordani} (Rao and Riehm 1993), where \textit{\alpha}PDH substituted by Ala at position 16 was 2-fold more potent than \textit{\alpha}PDH with Thr, suggesting that hydrophobic residues at this position increase the activity.

3-2C. Cloning of cDNAs and corresponding genes

Until now, cDNAs encoding PDH/PDF family peptide precursors have been cloned from 4 crustacean species: the shore crab \textit{C. maenas} (Klein et al. 1992), the crayfish \textit{O. limosus} (De Kleijn et al. 1993), the blue crab \textit{C. sapidus} (Klein et al. 1994) and the whiteleg shrimp \textit{L. vannamei} (Desmoucelles-Carette et al. 1996), and from 2 insect species: the lubber grasshopper \textit{Romalea microptera} (Davis et al. GenBank accession No. U42472) and the fruit fly \textit{Drosophila melanogaster} (Park and Hall 1998). A common structure of the PDH/PDF family peptide precursors consisting of a signal peptide, a PDH/PDF precursor-related peptide (PPRP) and a PDH/PDF was demonstrated by sequence analyses of the cDNAs. A genomic DNA for the fruit fly \textit{D. melanogaster} PDF has been reported (Park and Hall 1998). This PDF gene has no intron and is present as a single copy per haploid genome. Until now, this has been the only instance in which gene structure of a PDH/PDF family peptide has been elucidated. Therefore, we attempted to isolate cDNAs encoding the two PDHs of \textit{M. japonicus} and two corresponding genes (Ohira et al. 2002).

Two cDNAs encoding Pej-PDH-I and -II were amplified by a combination of 5'- and 3'-RACE (Fig. 31). The amino acid sequences of the two PDH precursors deduced from the nucleotide sequences of the cDNAs revealed that they possess a structure common to the PDH/PDF family peptide precursors. The two PDH precursors consisted of a signal peptide, a PPRP, a dibasic cleavage site, a PDH and an amidation signal. The nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences of the cDNAs for Pej-PDH-I and -II have been deposited in the DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank databases (accession Nos. AB073367 and AB073368, respectively).
We also cloned two corresponding genes by PCR using genomic DNA derived from a single prawn as a template (Fig. 32). The exon/intron organization of Pej-PDH-I gene differed from that of Pej-PDH-II. The Pej-PDH-I gene consisted of three exons and two introns, while Pej-PDH-II gene consisted of two exons and a single intron. Such organization differed from that of the *Drosophila melanogaster* PDF gene, which lacks an intron (Park and Hall 1998). These differences in exon/intron organization among the genes for the PDH/PDF family peptides are also seen in genes for CHH-family (Udomkit et al. 2000; Krungkasem et al. 2002) and in that for insulin-related peptides in insects (Kromer-Metzger and Lagueux 1994). However, the above cases seem to be exceptional, as exon/intron organization of genes for the same family peptides are generally conserved. The differences in the structure of genes for PDH/PDF family peptides may reflect their evolutionary pathway. With more information on other crustacean and insect species, it may be possible to estimate the evolutionary pathway of the PDH/PDF gene.

### 4. AGH

In 1954, it was first discovered by Charniaux-Cotton that the androgenic gland (AG) plays a pivotal role in crustacean sex differentiation (Charniaux-Cotton 1954). In AG-ablated *A. vulgare* males, it was demonstrated that endopodites cease to elongate and a vitellogenin gene is expressed at the same levels as in the normal females (Suzuki et al. 1990). On the other hand, when AGs were implanted into *A. vulgare* females, body color changed from brown, a typical color for females, into the grey-black color of the male body, and the gonads were transformed into testes with fully developed seminal vesicles (Suzuki and Yamasaki 1998). These observations strongly indicated that the AGs secrete a sex differentiation factor, AGH. In order to purify AGH, an *in vivo* bioassay system was first established by Katakura et al. (1975). When AG extract was injected into young *A. vulgare* females, elongation of endopodites, an external male characteristic, was observed after the ensuing molt. Using this phenomenon as an index of the AGH activity, we attempted to purify AGH as described below.

#### 4-1. Trial for purification of AGH

At the early stage of study for purification of AGH of the terrestrial isopod, *A. vulgare* (Fig. 33), the whole reproductive organ was used as starting material, because it was difficult to collect only AGs due to their small size and sticky cell surface. However, since the whole reproductive organ contained various materials other than AGH, the purification could not be easily achieved. On one occasion, we thought that we had successfully isolated AGH, because the active fraction was recovered in a single UV-peak on reversed-phase HPLC after several steps of purification. This fraction was subjected to structural analysis, which showed that the fraction contained at least four peptides with closely related sequences (Nagasawa et al. 1995). However, the activity of the purified fraction was not very high. Comparison of the specific activity of this fraction with that of later-purified AGH revealed that the activity of the former was much weaker than the latter by three orders of magnitude. Thus, it turned out that the fraction contained AGH at a ratio of only 0.1% and most...
of the other materials were non-AGH peptides. Since
the peptide thus characterized was found to be distrib-
uted only in the seminal vesicle using immunohisto-
chemistry and an antiserum raised against a synthetic
peptide fragment, we designated it as seminal vesicle-
specific peptide (SVSP) (Nagasawa et al. 1995). There-
fore, we later changed the starting material for purifi-
cation of AGH from whole reproductive organs to an-
drogenic glands only. Because of this change in strat-
egy, AGH could thereafter be isolated successfully.

4-2. Isolation of AGH
AGH was purified from isolated androgenic glands
of male A. vulgare by three steps of reversed-phase
HPLC (Okuno et al. 1997). Only 160 ng of the mate-
rial was finally obtained from 2,000 animals at about
an 11% rate of recovery (Fig. 34). The elution of AGH
activity by molecular sieve HPLC indicated that the
molecular weight of AGH was 11,000–13,000. The
purified AGH-active fraction showed masculinizing
activity when 38 pg of this preparation was injected
into a young female of the same species. Inactivation
experiments using a crude preparation of AGH showed
that AGH activity was lost by treatment with trypsin
or by reductive alkylation. The AGH activity was not
affected by heat treatment at 100°C for 3 min. These
results indicated that AGH was a heat-stable protein
with disulfide bond(s). Since sequence analysis of the
final preparation thus obtained yielded two
phenylthiohydantoin derivatives of amino acids at each
cycle of Edman degradation, we judged that it was still
impure. This was later found to be wrong, because it
was clarified that AGH was really a heterodimeric pep-
tide. It was necessary to wait for the next opportunity
to analyze the N-terminal sequence of another batch
of AGH, in which similar results were obtained. Thus,
we concluded that AGH is a heterodimer.

At almost the same time, a French research group
obtained a similar result using the same species infected
with Wolbachia (Martin et al. 1998), whose AGs became
enlarged possibly due to the inhibition of AG activity
and possibly AGH secretion, resulting in a decrease of
male characteristics in this animal, the so-called “in-
tersex” type (Martin et al. 1990). Because these work-
ers were able to obtain a high concentration of AGH in
such AGs, they succeeded in the isolation of AGH from
a much smaller number of animals than we used. This
group postulated an overall heterodimeric structure of
an AGH molecule in terms of chain length of each A
and B chain, the positions of Cys residues and an
N-glycosylation site, and the structure of its precursor
molecule including the presence of C peptide, but did
not reveal any amino acid residues in detail.

4-3. Cloning of a cDNA encoding AGH
Since a pair of amino acid residues with almost
equimolar amounts was identified at each cycle by the
N-terminal sequence analysis of native AGH, we could
not determine amino acid sequences of two peptide
chains consisting of AGH. On the other hand, one of
the two peptides could be recovered after reductive
carboxymethylation, and its N-terminal 10-residue se-
quence was obtained. Then, by subtraction of each
amino acid residue from the doubly-identified residues
for the whole molecule, the amino acid sequence of
the other peptide chain could be estimated (Okuno et
al. 1999).

A cDNA fragment encoding AGH was amplified by
PCR using a set of primers designed based on the amino acid sequence analyzed. By combining the results obtained by 5′- and 3′-RACE, a full length cDNA covering an open reading frame was obtained (Fig. 35) (Okuno et al. 1999). An open reading frame of 432 bp encoded a preproAGH consisting of a signal peptide (21 residues), B chain (44 residues), C peptide (46 residues), and A chain (29 residues). Two dibasic processing sequences were present between the B chain and the C peptide, and between the C peptide and the A chain. The A chain possessed a putative N-linked glycosylation site. It was postulated that through processing including the removal of a signal peptide, disulfide bond formation, the removal of C peptide, and the addition of carbohydrate moiety, the A and B chains might form a heterodimeric glycopeptide of a mature hormone. Disulfide bond formation should precede the removal of the C peptide. The characteristic organization of preproAGH was similar to that of insulin, although both peptide chain length and amino acid sequence differed.

4-4. Verification of the cDNA as that encoding AGH using anti-AGH antisera

In order to prove that this cloned cDNA actually encodes AGH, recombinant single-chain precursor molecules consisting of B chain, C peptide and A chain were produced using both baculovirus and bacterial expression systems (Okuno et al. 2002b). The former system can produce an N-glycosylated peptide, while the latter can yield a non-glycosylated peptide. Neither recombinant precursors containing C peptide showed AGH activity as described below. Three kinds of antisera were raised in rabbits against three antigens; a recombinant putative AGH precursor produced by the E. coli expression system, a synthetic peptide encoded by the cDNA, and a recombinant C peptide produced by the baculovirus expression system. The anti-peptide antisera showed AGH activity, while the anti-precursor antibodies did not.

**Fig. 35.** The nucleotide sequence of a cDNA encoding the A. vulgare AGH precursor and its deduced amino acid sequence. (A) Arrows indicate the regions used as the primers for PCR. The stop codon and the putative N-glycosylation site are indicated by an asterisk and a symbol (+), respectively. The putative signal peptide is boxed. The A and B chains are underlined. The hatched box indicates the consensus sequence for polyadenylation signal. The filled box indicates the possible dibasic cleavage sites between B chain and C peptide, and between C peptide and A chain. The nucleotide sequence has been deposited in DDBJ, EMBL and GenBank databases under accession No. AB029615. (B) Schematic representation of the organization of preproAGH. The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of amino acid residues in each domain of AGH. The possible cleavage sites (Lys-Arg) are indicated by KR. Reprinted from Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun., 264, Okuno et al., Characterization and cDNA cloning of androgenic gland hormone of the terrestrial isopod Armadillidium vulgare, 419–423, © 1999, with permission from Elsevier.
corresponding to the N-terminal eight residues of the A chain, and a synthetic peptide corresponding to the N-terminal nine residues of the B chain. The first one was used directly for immunization, while the synthetic peptides were used as antigens after conjugation with BSA. After incubation of partially purified preparation of AGH with each of the three antisera, AGH activity decreased significantly in all cases (Okuno et al., 2001), strongly indicating that the cDNA encoded AGH, although it constituted indirect evidence.

In order to examine the distribution of AGH peptide, an immunohistochemical study was performed. *A. vulgare* AG showed strong immunoreactivity to all three antisera, while the testis, the seminal vesicle and the vas deferens did not (Hasegawa et al., 2002). These results indicated that AGH peptides are specifically localized in AG.

### 4-5. Preparation of biologically active recombinant AGH

The simplest method for confirming that this heterodimeric glycopeptide is the biologically active AGH is measurement of the biological activity using recombinant peptide. Along these lines, we prepared the recombinant AGHs using both *E. coli* and baculovirus expression systems (Okuno et al., 2002b). The recombinant AGHs were expressed as a single-chain precursor protein consisting of B chain, C peptide, and A chain, and only the recombinant AGH produced by the baculovirus system possessed a carbohydrate moiety at the N-glycosylation site in the A chain. Both recombinant precursor proteins showed no biological activity in *vivo*, indicating that the precursor protein is inactive regardless of the N-linked glycan.

In order to examine whether the removal of C peptide by proteolytic cleavage is essential for conferring the activity, we tried to remove the C peptide from the precursor proteins with proteases. When treated with lysyl endopeptidase at 37°C for 2 h, peptide bonds at Lys55-Arg56 and Lys55-Glu56 were cleaved and the peptide was partially removed, although a part of the C peptide, Glu62-Arg64, was still attached to the remaining proteins. Using these double-chain recombinant proteins, the biological activity was assessed (Fig. 36).

As expected, the digested recombinant AGH prepared by the baculovirus system showed biological activity at a dose of 0.25 ng/individual, but was less active than the native AGH by about approximately one order of magnitude. This difference may be due to the partially retained C peptide in the recombinant AGH. On the other hand, the recombinant AGH prepared by the *E. coli* system and subsequently digested by the same way showed no activity even at a dose of 440 ng/individual, indicating that the carbohydrate moiety at the A chain is essential for conferring AGH activity.

The arrangement of four disulfide bonds in the recombinant AGH prepared by the baculovirus system was determined by analyzing the structure of protease digests. The results clearly indicated that two intrachain disulfide bridges between Cys21-Cys38 and Cys103-Cys111 and two interchain disulfide bridges between Cys38-Cys103 and Cys59-Cys87 were connected. The carbohydrate structure of the recombinant AGH was also estimated to be Man2-Man2-GlcNAc2(Fuc)2 by mass spectral analysis. This carbohydrate structure is typically found in glycoproteins produced by insect cells, and was different from that of the native AGH reported previously, which has a larger glycan with a sulfate group at its terminal (Martin et al., 1999). The weak activity of the recombinant AGH may be partly due to the difference in carbohydrate structure.

### 4-6. Structure-activity relationship of AGH

In order to investigate the structure-activity relationship of AGH, we synthesized the hormone by chemical means. First, we attempted to synthesize AGH by an expressed protein ligation strategy (Muir et al., 1998), in which 110 residues N-terminal peptide segment is expressed in an *E. coli* expression system, and the C-terminal peptide having a carbohydrate moiety is chemoselectively condensed by a native chemical ligation method (Dawson et al., 1994). This scheme is shown in Fig. 37. After the condensation reaction, disulfide bonds were formed by *in vitro* refolding reaction in a redox buffer containing reduced/oxidized forms of glutathione. The C peptide portion was cleaved off by treatment with metalloendopeptidase,

---

*Fig. 36* Dose-response relationship of the recombinant and native AGHs. Triangles show the native AGH. Open and filled circles indicate the recombinant AGH expressed by baculovirus expression system and with and without lysyl endopeptidase treatment, respectively. Open and filled squares show the recombinant AGH expressed by *E. coli* expression system with and without lysyl endopeptidase treatment, respectively. Reprinted from Peptides, 23, Okuno et al., Preparation of an active recombinant peptide of crustacean androgenic gland hormone, 567–572, © 2002, with permission from Elsevier.
yielding the heterodimeric glycopeptide. Unexpectedly, the semi-synthetic AGH showed no biological activity in vivo regardless of the carbohydrate structure (Katayama et al. 2010). In order to confirm the conformation of the semisynthetic AGH, the disulfide bond arrangement was determined by analyzing protease digests, establishing that four disulfides are connected between Cys\(^{12}\)-Cys\(^{103}\), Cys\(^{21}\)-Cys\(^{38}\), Cys\(^{23}\)-Cys\(^{120}\) and Cys\(^{102}\)-Cys\(^{111}\). The results clearly indicated that the disulfide bond arrangement in the semisynthetic peptide is different from that in the recombinant AGH prepared by the baculovirus expression system. These results indicated that the AGH with correct disulfide bonds could not be obtained by an in vitro refolding reaction, and that the native conformation is not the thermodynamically most stable form at least in vitro.

To confirm that the loss of biological activity resulted from disulfide bond isomerization, total chemical synthesis with selective disulfide bond formation was carried out according to the scheme shown in Fig. 38 (Katayama et al. 2010). The A and B chains were separately synthesized by a 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc)-based solid-phase peptide synthesis strategy. To form disulfide bonds selectively, three protecting groups, trityl, 4-methoxybenzyl and acetamidomethyl, were used for Cys residues, and stepwise deprotection and oxidation reactions were performed. The synthetic AGH carrying the GlcNAc moiety at the N-glycosylation site in the A chain showed rather weak activity in vivo. On the other hand, the synthetic AGH without a carbohydrate chain showed no biological activity at any dosage levels tested. These results clearly indicated that carbohydrate chain attached to the A chain and the correct disulfide pairing are essential for conferring AGH activity. Weak activity of synthetic AGH may be due in part to that the presence of GlcNAc may not be sufficient for generating complete activity, and a larger glycan moiety may be required for achieving full AGH activity.

4-7. AGH in other isopod crustacean species

Thereafter, we examined the distribution of this AGH molecule among phylogenetically close and remote species by using the anti-AGH antisera as described above. Immunohistochemical studies revealed that AGs of species belonging to Armadillidiidae, Porcellionidae and Scyphacidae families were immunostained using these antisera (Hasegawa et al. 2002). On the other hand, no positive signal was observed in AGs of species belonging to Tylidae and Ligiidae. These observations suggested that structural similarity of AGH might exist among some terrestrial isopods, although AGH seemed to harbor a higher degree of species specificity.

In order to clarify the molecular diversity of AGH in relation to the degree of immunostaining and hormonal activity, cDNAs encoding AGH precursors were cloned from two Porcellionidae species, Porcellio scaber and Porcellio dilatatus, by PCR techniques (Ohira et al. 2003b). The deduced amino acid sequences predicted from the nucleotide sequences of cDNA encoding P. scaber AGH consisted of a signal peptide (21 amino acid residues), a B chain (44 residues), a Lys–Arg dibasic site, and an A chain (31 residues) (Fig. 39). The predicted structure of the AGH precursor protein of P. dilatatus was quite similar to that of P. scaber, except for the length of C peptide which consisted of 46 residues in P. dilatatus. The deduced amino acid sequences of AGH precursors of...
In the red-claw crayfish *Cherax quadricarinatus*, the implantation of AGs into immature female animals induced male-specific morphologies and inhibited female secondary sex characteristics in recipient females (Khalaila et al. 2001). These results indicate that the AGs in decapod species also control sexual differentiation. Recently, cDNA libraries were constructed by using suppression subtractive hybridization of the AGs of *C. quadricarinatus* and *M. rosenbergii* (Manor et al. 2007; Ventura et al. 2009). Expressed sequence tags from these libraries were sequenced and then one each AG-specific gene of *C. quadricarinatus* and *M. rosenbergii* was detected. The gene product of both animals consisted of a signal peptide, a B chain, a C peptide and an A chain. Since the organization of these gene products was the same as that of the vertebrate insulin precursor, they were named insulin-like AG factor (IAG). *C. quadricarinatus* IAG and *M. rosenbergii* IAG possessed six and eight cysteine residues, respectively, in their predicted mature peptides (A and B chains). The positions of the six cysteine residues of *C. quadricarinatus* IAG were the same as six of the eight cysteine residues in *M. rosenbergii* IAG (Manor et al. 2007; Ventura et al. 2009). Furthermore, the six cysteine residues were well-conserved within the insulin superfamily, including isopod AGHs. Therefore, the two IAG molecules have been thought to be putative AGHs in decapod species. However, *C. quadricarinatus* IAG and *M. rosenbergii* IAG showed low sequence similarities with the three isopod AGHs and shared only a little similarity with each other.

In order to understand the structural and functional diversity of AGHs in other crustacean species, further experimentation is required.

### 4.8. AGH of decapod crustacean species

The role of AG has also been studied in decapod crustaceans. In the giant freshwater prawn *Macrobrachium rosenbergii*, the implantation of AGs into young female prawns caused these genetic females to become phenotypic reproductive males (Nagamine et al. 1980). In the red-claw crayfish *Cherax quadricarinatus*, the implantation of hypertrophied AGs obtained from bilaterally deeyestalked males into immature female animals induced male-specific morphologies and inhibited female secondary sex characteristics in recipient females (Khalaila et al. 2001). These results indicate that the AGs in decapod species also control sexual differentiation.

![Fig. 38. Synthesis procedure for AGH by selective disulfide formation. Reprinted with permission from Biochemistry, 49, Katayama et al. Correct disulfide pairing is required for the biological activity of crustacean androgenic gland hormone (AGH); Synthetic studies of AGH, 1798–1807. Scheme 3, © 2010, American Chemical Society.](image-url)
Fig. 40. Amino acid sequence alignment of *Macrobrachium lar* IAG (Malar), *Palaemon paucidens* IAG (Papau), *Palaemon pacificus* IAG (Papac), *Macrobrychium rosenbergii* IAG (Maros), *Cherax quadricarinatus* IAG (Chqua), *Penaeus monodon* IAG (Pemon), and *Marsupenaeus japonicus* IAG (Majap). Open and grey boxes indicate the positions of conserved Cys residues in all species and only in palaemonid species, respectively. The putative cleavage sites predicted by the ProP 1.0 server (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/ProP/) are shown by arrows. Reprinted with permission from *Jpn. Agric. Res. Q.*, 46, Banzai et al., Molecular cloning and expression analysis of cDNAs encoding insulin-like androgenic gland factor from three palaemonid species, *Macrobrachium lar, Palaemon paucidens* and *P. pacificus*, 105–114, Fig. 4, © 2012, Zoological Society of Japan.

Fig. 40. Amino acid sequence alignment of *Porcellio scaber* AGH (Pos-AGH), *P. dilatatus* AGH (Pod-AGH) and *Armadillidium vulgare* AGH (Arv-AGH) precursors. Open boxes indicate the amino acids conserved among all precursors. Gray boxes indicate the positions of conserved Cys residues. The typical proteolytic cleavage motifs (R-X-K/R-R) and the putative N-linked glycosylation motif (N-X-S/T) are indicated by asterisks and symbols (+), respectively. Reprinted with permission from *Zool. Sci.*, 20, Ohira et al., Molecular cloning and expression analysis of cDNAs encoding androgenic gland hormone precursors from two Porcellionidae species, *Porcellio scaber* and *P. dilatatus*, 75–81, Fig. 3, © 2003, Zoological Society of Japan.

Fig. 40. Amino acid sequence alignment of *Macrobrachium lar* IAG (Malar), *Palaemon paucidens* IAG (Papau), *Palaemon pacificus* IAG (Papac), *Macrobrychium rosenbergii* IAG (Maros), *Cherax quadricarinatus* IAG (Chqua), *Penaeus monodon* IAG (Pemon), and *Marsupenaeus japonicus* IAG (Majap). Open and grey boxes indicate the positions of conserved Cys residues in all species and only in palaemonid species, respectively. The putative cleavage sites predicted by the ProP 1.0 server (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/ProP/) are shown by arrows. The boundary between the signal peptide and the B chain is represented by a vertical dotted line. Underlines indicate the putative N-linked glycosylation motifs (N-X-S/T). Reprinted with permission from *Jpn. Agric. Res. Q.*, 46, Banzai et al., Molecular cloning and expression analysis of cDNAs encoding insulin-like androgenic gland factor from three palaemonid species, *Macrobrachium lar, Palaemon paucidens* and *P. pacificus*, 105–114, Fig. 4, © 2012, Zoological Society of Japan.
In isopods, AGH has a single conserved N-glycosylation motif (N-X-S/T) in the A chain (Okuno et al. 1999; Ohira et al. 2003b). On the other hand, the positions and the number of N-glycosylation motifs are not conserved among decapod IAGs (Fig. 40). For instance, M. lar IAG has one N-glycosylation motif in the B chain, two in the C peptide, and one in the A chain. On the other hand, P. pacificus IAG has only one motif in the C peptide, which indicates a mature molecule comprising the B and A chains does not possess an N-linked glycan moiety. Although the N-linked glycans in the A chain of A. vulgare IAG is indispensable for biological activity (Okuno et al. 2002b), N-glycosylation of the A chain of decapod IAG is not likely to be essential for conferring function. Further experiments on the purification and the structural determination of native IAG are required to clarify this issue.

IAG has been thought of as a putative AGH in decapod species as described above. In M. rosenbergii, silencing of the IAG gene using RNA interference methods, temporarily prevented the regeneration of male-specific sexual characteristics, and led to the arrest of spermatogenesis (Ventura et al. 2009). This correlates well with the above hypothesis; however, as of yet, there has been no direct evidence for IAG having AGH activity. However, we are now able to easily produce a heterodimeric mature P. pacificus IAG with selective disulfide bond formation in its synthetic A and B chains. Because P. pacificus IAG is the first example of a non-glycosylated IAG in its mature form, the synthetic P. pacificus IAG will be useful for in vivo and/or in vitro biological studies, which are expected to provide important information for understanding IAG function in decapod crustaceans.

5. Summary and Future Perspective

Shrimp aquaculture is a significant global industry worldwide. In order to achieve further development, more efficient reproductive techniques are required. Therefore, it is desirable to gain a better understanding of shrimp reproduction. However, knowledge of vitellogenesis in shrimp is still limited, and it remains difficult to control reproduction under artificial conditions for a large number of commercially important species. Therefore, at present, it is common that fully mature shrimps for commercially important species are captured from the wild and are allowed to spawn in the hatchery. However, recently it is becoming increasingly difficult to obtain sufficient numbers of wild mature shrimps, because of overfishing and/or the presence of serious shrimp viral disease in many key areas. Indeed, the development of disease-resistant strains or strains harboring certain phenotypes is now necessary. For these reasons, we have been working on the isolation of hormones regulating shrimp reproduction.

Eyestalk ablation is known to induce vitellogenesis, which permits us to presume that there exists a VIH in the eyestalks. VIHs were first isolated from the American lobster *H. americanus* (Soyez et al. 1991) and then from the terrestrial isopod *A. vulgare* (Grève et al. 1999). Strangely enough, in the early 2,000’s, VIH had not yet been isolated from shrimps. CHHs from *M. japonicus* were found to inhibit both transcription and translation in the developing ovary of another shrimp, *P. seminulatus*, in a non-specific manner, while MIH from *M. japonicus* did not (Khayat et al. 1998). On the other hand, it can be presumed that the first function of VIH is vitellogenin (VG) synthesis. Recently, VG cDNAs have been cloned from several crustacean species (reviewed by Wilder et al., 2010). It might be possible to develop a VIH bioassay by looking at the reduction of VG mRNA expression levels in the producing organ, e.g., the ovary or hepatopancreas in response to various factors. Along these lines, we examined the in vitro VIH activity of *M. japonicus* CHH-family peptides based on quantitative PCR experiments on VG gene expression. As a result, we found that CHHs from *M. japonicus* suppressed VG gene expression, while *M. japonicus* MIH and MIH-B did not (Tutusai et al. 2005a, 2013). Although we have thus far isolated major CHH-family peptides, we do not know whether VIH is one of the known CHH-family peptides, or an unknown peptide. Because, other minor CHH-family peptides, putative CHH and putative MIH-C, were found in *M. japonicus* by EST analysis (Yamano and Unuma 2006). In the future, we will again search for VIH in the sinus gland extracts of the kuruma prawn *M. japonicus*. Moreover, we will analyze hemolymph levels of these peptides during vitellogenesis to elucide the real VIH molecules in *M. japonicus*.

Eyestalk ablation also causes various physiological changes, such as decrease of carbohydrate levels in hemolymph, shortening of molt-interval, and promotion of the methyl farnesoate synthesis in mandibular organs. These phenomena are known to be associated with CHH-family peptides. In our experiments, although eight CHH-family peptides have been purified and characterized from *M. japonicus* eyestalks, we have demonstrated only three functions, CHH, MIH and VIH activities. On the other hand, mandibular organ-inhibiting hormone (MOI) was shown to be a CHH-family peptide (Wainwright et al. 1996). In addition, it was recently revealed that CHH-family peptides are also involved in various processes such as ion transport to the gills and water uptake for the purpose of enlarging body size after molting (Chung et al. 1999; Spannings-Pierrot et al. 2000). In order to determine the intrinsic function(s) of each peptide, further studies might be required.
AGH is highly species-specific, and therefore we know the structures of only three terrestrial isopod species, which are phylogenetically very close to one another (Ohira et al. 2003b). As for the structure of AGH in decapod crustaceans, we know that similar to the case of isopod AGHs, IAG genes are expressed specifically in the AGs, and IAGs are presumed to belong to the insulin superfamily, strongly suggesting that IAG is an intrinsic decapod AGH. However, IAGs share little sequence similarity to isopod AGHs, and the N-glycosylation site which is significant for conferring AGH activity in A. vulgare is not conserved in decapod IAGs. In addition, direct evidence that IAG shows AGH activity has not yet been reported either in vivo or in vitro. In order to elucidate the biological activity of IAG, an assay system for AGH activity using decapod species is required.

Eyestalk hormones are involved in the control of various processes as mentioned above. Although eyestalk hormones have been studied extensively by many researchers, many problems still remain to be solved. One such unsolved problem is how AGs are regulated by the sinus glands. AG activity is thought to be under the control of a certain eyestalk hormone on the basis of finding that eyestalk ablation causes the enlargement of AG cells (Khalaila et al. 2002). Recently, it was reported that IAG gene expression in AG is enhanced by eyestalk ablation in C. sapidus (Chung et al. 2011). We need to further characterize sinus gland neuropeptides, both biologically and chemically, in order to clarify the endocrine mechanisms not only of sexual differentiation but also of growth and reproduction, the results of which we hope will lead to new techniques useful for shrimp aquaculture.
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